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For: The Commission

From: James A. Fitzgerald
Assistant General Counsel

' Subject: REVIEW OF ALAB-739 -- WISCONSIN ELECTRIC
POWER COMPANY

Facility: Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and~2

Purpose: To advise the Commission of an Appeal Board
decisiog_@hich,inourview,
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Review Time -

Expires: December 16, 1983, as extended*

Petition for The intervenor, Wisconsin's Environmental Decade,
Review: petitioned for review. The petition was opposed

by.the NRC staff and the licensee.

Background: In this proceeding . (the " sleeving proceeding") the ,

licensee is seeking-an operating license amendment-
to permit it to sleeve degraded steam generator
tubes in both Units-1 and-2. The licensee also
received, in a separate proceeding (the " replace-
ment proceeding"), a license amendment to permit

'"' ;' r information in this record was deMed

in accordance with th edom of InformationR S. Mallory,.OGC
4-1465 Act, exem tions.-
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it to replace two steam generatgrs in Unit l which '

have been damaged by corrosion

Due to the' tight time constraints imposed on the
hearing process by the applicants' proposed
schedule for accomplishing the sleeving, the
Licensing Board devised abbreviated procedures.
It permitted Decade to intervene with broad
contentions, but then required Decade to file a
" Motion Concerning Litigable Issues", stating the
genuine issues of material fact on which Decade
sought a hearing. Staff and applicants responded
and Decade replied to their response. This is a
variation on the usual procedure, where the inter-
venor must file specific contentions and the staff-
or applicants may move for summary disposition,
setting forth material facts as to which there is
no genuine issue. No party complained about the
procedures, but the Appeal Board has indicated
that they should not be used in the future.

In ruling on Decade's Motion Concerning Litigable
Issues, the Licensing Board dismissed all of
Decade's contentions except one which concerned
the adequacy of eddy current testing to detect
flaws in sleeves or sleeved tubes. LBP-82-88, 16-

NRC 1335 (October 1, 1982) . That contention was
set for hearing. At the conclusion of the
hearing, the Licensing Board found that eddy
current testing would be adequate to detect flaws,
that the sleeved tubes would be safer than the
unsleeved tubes which the licensee was already
licensed to keep in operation, and that the
sleeved tubes were safe without regard to whether
they were safer than the unsleeved tubes.
LBP-83-4, 17 NRC 109, 111 (February 4,1983) .

The Appeal Board found Decade's brief on appeal
quite unclear and difficult to relate to its
exceptions, as it had Decade's previous three
briefs. Slip Op. at 4 & n.4 (Attachment 1) . As

2We have been informed by the staff that the sleeving'of Unit 2
was completed .during the spring 1983 outage; Unit 2 was returned to
operation on June 30, 1983. The licensee sleeved about 1500 tubes and
does not presently plan to sleeve more unless future tests indicate
that further sleeving is advisable. No sleeving is currently planned
for Unit 1 since its generators are currently being replaced. The |

'

outage began September 30, 1983 and the licensee expects to return
Unit 1 to service by March 30, 1984.

|
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best the Appeal Board could determine from
Decade's brief, it raised two issues on appeal, j

neither of which concerned the issue covered in j

the hearing. Decade's primary concern appeared to '

be with its contention that degradation of as few
as one to ten steam generator tubes could induce-
essentially uncoolable conditions during a LOCA
and that the effects of steam generator tube
failures during normal and accident conditions
should be investigated. The Appeal Board agreed
with the Licensing Board that these concerns.were
generic matters and that Decade had shown.no link
between them and the sleeving sought to be
performed. Thus they were irrelevant to the
issues in the sleeving proceeding and were
properly dismissed. Slip Op. at 4-7.

The Appeal Board thought Decade's brief also
argued that the Licensing Board erred in not
establishing "the degree of assurance [necessary]-
to anticipate steam generator tube failures that
is required in order to-protect the public safety
before it proceeded to determine whether the level-
of assurance shown was adequate." The Appeal
Board interpreted this to be a claim that the
Licensing Board should have determined the proba-
bility and consequences of steam generator tube-
failures before it concluded that -the plant could
operate safely with-sleeved. tubes; it concluded
that such a broad inquiry was not required' by the
Commission's safety regulations and that the
Licensing Board could apply only existing safety.
standards. Slip Op. at 7-9. However, the Appeal
Board briefly discussed-the basis for the
Licensing Board's finding that sleeving is safe,
in order to allay " Decade's apparent concern that.
sleeving will cause multiple tube failures." Jjl.

at 10-12.

The Appeal Board also reviewed the record on its
own and found "no. error requiring corrective
action." Slip Op. at 9. It agreed with the
Licensing Board's conclusion regarding the accept-
ability of sleeving, with one exception: The
Licensing Board had found no genuine issue regard-
ing eddy current testing of the upper' joint
between the sleeve and the surrounding tube and
consequently did not request the applicant and
staff to address the efficacy of eddy current
testing of this area. Decade took exception to
the Board's handling of this issue but did not
brief it on appeal, so the Appeal Board considered
Decade's objection waived. However, the' Appeal
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Board sua sponte issued'a separate memorandum and
order (Attachment 2) directing three questions on
this issue to the staff. See ALAB-739 at 10 n.9.

Discussion: In its petition to the Commission (Attachment 3),
Decade has rai ed the.two issues the Appeal Board9
identified in Decade's brief, plus the issue on
which the Appeal Board submitted questions to the
staff. Decade does not allege that the matters'in
its petition meet the standards for Commission
review under 10 CFR 2.786 (b) (4) (i)-(iii) , {and we

- -

do not believe that

'.$
~

~

each issue in sequence.

I. Failure to Analyze the
Consequences of Tube Failure

Decade's petition first observes that the Appeal
Board affirmed the Licensing Board's dismissal,.16
NRC at 1342, of Decade's contention 1 on the
effects of steam generator tube failures because
Decade had " failed to provide any'-link
demonstrating that sleeving may lead, or be
related, to tube failures." Slip Op. at 7.
Decade then argues that it provided such a link
through its contention 3 (b) that sleeving will
create an annulus between the tube and the sleeve
where secondary water impurities will collect and
corrode the sleeve and the tube, just as they have
collected in the annulus between the tube and the
tube support plate and corroded the tube. As the
licensee points out (opposition at 3-5 (Attachment
5)), Decade made such a contention, but it was
dismissed on a motion for summary disposition for
failure to raise a genuine issue of fact. 16 NRC
at 1348. Decade did not appeal the dismissal of
its contention 3 (b) , but simply asserted that it
had been admitted by the application and ignored
the Licensing Board's ruling on the matter. :

"

|
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Erom a legal' point of view, we think
,
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II. Failure to Perform a Probabilistic Risk
Assessment of Steam Generator Tube Failure'

Decade also petitions for review of the-Appeal'
Board's determination that " consideration of the

. _ _ _ _ _ __. -
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probability'and magnitude of steam generator 1 tube
failures is_not required." Decade makes the gj,3
assertion, Ithat"

the CommisJ1on's statutory. duty iio protedt~~the
public health and safety and General Design
Criterion 14,Irequiring that the reactor coolant
pressure boundary.have "an extremely low probabil-
ity of leakage, of rapidly propagating failure,
and of gross rupture," 10 CFR Part 50 App..A,.
require an assessment of the probabilities and
consequences of steam generator tube failure in-
order to determine "how safe is safe enough"
before deciding that the sleeving operation is- -

safe. p,i
I ~

I

.
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III. Eddy Current Inspection of the Upper Joint
As the staff and the licensee point out, Decade
did not brief the issue of eddy current inspection
of the upper sleeve joint before the Appeal-Board.
Entirely unbriefed issues are waived. See'our

review of ALAB-719 in SECY-83-369 at 19 & n.13.3
The Commission's regulations codify-this require-
ment by providing that petitions for Commission ~
review must concern issues that previously have . ,

been raised before the Appeal Board or explain.why.
the issues could not have be,qn so raised. 10 CFR
2.786 (b) (2) fli ) , (4 ) (111) . .

.
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In addition, we see no reason

.

-
- CI'~
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. -_

_

Coordination: OPE concurs (see text)'.

[W.h f
ames A. Fitzgerald

Assistant General Counsel

Attachments:
1. ALAB-739
2.. Memorandum and Order with questions on eddy

current testing of the upper sleeve joint
3. Decade's petition for Commission review
'4. NRC staff's opposition to the petition
5. Licensees opposition to the petition
6. Decade's brief before the Appeal Board

,
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SECY' NOTE: In the absence of instructions to the contrary,
SECY will notify OGC on Thursday, December 15,
-1983 that the Commission, by negative consent,
assents to the action proposed in this paper.
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Units 1 and 2) )
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Peter Anderson,. Madison, Wisconsin, for the intervenor,
Wisconsin's-Environmental Decade.,

Bruce W. Churchill and Delissa A. Ridgway, Washington,.
~

D.C., for the applicant, Wisconsin Electric Power
Company. t

.

Richard G. Bachmann for the Nuclear-Regulatory.
Commission staff.
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DECISION

We have before us the appeal of intervenor, Wisconsin's

Environmental Decade (Decade) , from the Licensing Board's.

February 4, 1983 initial decision. See LBP-83-4, 17 NRC

In that decision the Board authorized the issuance of-.

a license amendment for the' Point Beach Nuclear Plant that

allows the applicant to repair degraded steam generator

tubes by sleeving tham. -Under the plant's existing
.

|
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technical specifications such tubes would have to be plugged

and removed from service. For the reasons discussed below,
.

-

we affirm.

I.

The applicant filed its license amendment request on

July 2, 1981. Decade petitioned to intervene and requested

a hearing on the amendment application.1 The' questions

raised with regard to the sleeving repair proposal were

determined by, in essence, a summary disposition proceeding

on Decade's contentions.2 In LBP-82-88, 16 NRC 1335 (1982),

the Board granted summary disposition of all but one of the
contentions and ordered a hearing on the issue of whether

eddy current testing can adequately detect corrosion in i

.

I The history of this proceeding is discussed in greater
detail in ALAB-719, 17 NRC & n.4 (Mar. 22, 1983)

,

(slip opinion at 2-3 & n . 4 ) ~and'"ALAB- 6 9 6, 16 NRC 1245,
~ -

1250-54 (1982).
The Board ordered Decade to file a " Motion for Litigable

Issues," in which Decade was required to-come. forward with
evidence indicating the existence of genuine issues of_ fact
concerning the sleeving program. The applicant and the
staff responded with motions for summary disposition of the
issues raised in Decade's filing. The Board's intent was
that this procedure parallel the summary disposition .

mechanism provided in 10 CFR S 2.749 in all respects encept
ab initio,

that the intervenor was required to demonstrate, TE2 8U,16the existence of actual disputed issues. See LBP 2

NRC 1335, 1339 (1982); LBP-82-10, 15 NRC 341, 344-45 (1982);
Tr. 890-92, 1192-93. See also Tr. 867-68, 882. Our
admonition in ALAB-696, supra, 16 NRC at 1262 (handed down
the same day as LBP-82-88) applies here as well: "In the

future . . procedures such as those employed by the.

Licensing Board should be avoided."
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sleeved steam generator tubes. Id. at 1337, 1350. In

addition, the Board asked the parties to address

contingently the safety implications of sleeving should eddy-

current testing prove inadequate for detecting corrosion and

cracking in sleeved tubes. Id. at 1338; LBP-83-4, supra, 17

NRC at __ n.8 (slip opinion at 5 n.8). After a hearing, the
'

Board authorized the license amendment permitting the.

applicant to undertake sleeving at Point Beach. The Board-

found eddy current testing adequate for detecting flaws in

sleeved tubes that might lead to rupture under normal

operating or accident conditions. It went on-to find that ,

sleeved tubes are not only " safer than other unsleeved
.

tubes," but a.lso " safe .;. . without reference to- whether

they are safer than unsleeved tubes." LBP-83-4, supra, 17

NRC at __ (slip opinion at.1-2) .3 This appeal.followed.

~

-

.

The applicant recently completed sleeving repairs'in Unit .

2' pursuant to the Board's authorization. As~we notedLin our
prior decisions, the applicant now intends to replace both~ .

steam | generators in Unit-1.and thus'does not plan further
,

sleeving in that unit. The applicant still seeks
authorization-to. repair Unit 1, however,;.so that it retains
the option'of making'further sleeving-repairs:before'
replacing the steam generators if that should become
necessary. See ALAB-719, supra, :17 NRC at _ n.4 (slip |
opinion at 3 n.4); ALAB-696, supra, 16 NRC at 1251 n. 5. :

'

-

y y --t -

_ ___r___- _ . _ _
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II.

As best we can determine from its brief, Decade appears

to raise two issues on appeal.4 The first issue relates to

4 This is the fourth time in as many appellate decisions
that we have had occasion to comment on Decade's failure to
conform its appellate filings to the Commission's Rules of
Practice. See ALAB-719, supra, 17 NRC at __ (slip opinion
at 18-19); ALAB-696, supra, 16 NRC at 1254-55; ALAB-666, 15
NRC 277, 278 (1982). We have said before that those Rules
are not mere niceties; rather,

[t] hey were drafted to insure that the arguments
and positions of all parties -- applicants, staff
and intervenors -- would be spread fully upon the
record in order to permit fair rebuttal by those
holding opposing views and to facilitate our
ultimate evaluation of the competing contentions.
Disregard of the Rules frustrates _those salutary
purposes and burdens rather than assists the
adjudicator's task.

Pennsylvania Power and Light Co. (Susquehanna Steam Electric
Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-693, 16 NRC 952, 955 (1982),
cuoting Consumers Power Co. (Mialand Plant, Units 1 and 2),
ALAB-270, 1 NRC 473, 476 (1975). Thus, at a minimum, briefs-
must identify the particular exceptions addressed and the
precise portions of the record relied upon in support of the-
assertion of error. 10 CFR S 2.762 (a) ; ALAB-696, supra, 16
NRC at 1255; Public Service Electric and Gas Co. (Salem
Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 1), ALAB-650, 14 NRC 43,
49-50, aff'd sub nom. Township of Lower Alloways Creek v.
Public Service Electric and Gas Co., 687 F.2d 732 (3d Cir.
1982). Because Decade's brief fails in this regard, we
cannot accurately discern which of its exceptions, if any,
it pursues in its brief. Accordingly, Decade must " bear
full responsibility for any possible misapprehension of.its
position. caused by the inadequacies of its brief."
ALAB-666, supra, 15 NRC at 278.

It should also be evident to Decade that it cannot preserve
its unbriefed' exceptions merely by stating its. lack of

(Footnote continued)
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its Exception C.l. In its brief (at 3), Decade asserts that

the Board should not have dismissed the contention it ,

proposed concerning the effects of steam generator tube
failures during accident and normal operating conditions.5

In LBP-82-88, supra, the Board ruled that, absent a showing-

that sleeving would lead to tube failures, the issue of the

consequences of steam generator tube failure was not

relevant to this amendment proceeding and thus the

contention should be dismissed. 16 NRC at 1342. We agree.

In a license amendment proceeding, a licensing board

has only limited jurisdiction. The board may admit a'

party's issues for hearing only insofar as those issues are
'

within the scope of matters outlined in the Commission's .

notice of hearing on the licensing action. Portland General

Electric Co. (Trojan Nuclear Plant) , ALAB-534, 9 NRC 287,

289 n.6 (1979); Public Service Co. of Indiana (Marble Hill

Nuclear Generating Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-316, 3 NRC

(Footnote continued)
intent to waive them. Decade Brief at 1. See ALAB-696,
supra, 16 NRC at 1255 and cases cited. See_also ALAB-719,
supra, 17 NRC at __ (slip opinion at 18-19).

5 That contention stated that degradation of as few as'ene
to ten steam generator tubes in a pressurized water reactor,
such as Point Beach, could induce essentially uncoolable
conditions during a loss of coolant accident.

.
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167, 170-71 (1976). See Commonwealth Edison Co. (Zion

Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-616, 12 NRC 419, 426 (1980).6
. .

Here, the notice of hearing stated the proceeding would

concern the repair of steam generator tubes by sleeving and

the operation of the Point Beach plant with sleeved tubes.

See 46 Fed. Reg. 40359 (Aug. 7, 1981). See generally

ALAB-696, supra, 16 NRC at 1250. Thus, Decade had to.put

forth a cognizable claim that some element of the sleeving

process gives rise to an enhanced likelihood of tube rupture
and the allegedly concomitant consequences.7 As the

Licensing Board stated:

This is not an application to build or operate a
nuclear power reactor. In an amendment proceed-
ing, the relationship of steam generators to-the i

remainder of the plant is not germane. In this
'

case, applicant already has an operating license,
granted after the safety of its reactor was con-
sidered. The test of relevance (therefore)'

. . .

is to ask whether an' issue is relevant to. . .

6 The Board, of course, has authority to raise, sua sponte,
relevant health and safety matters other than those-
contained in an intervenor's contentions. In this instance,
the Board explicitly decided not to investigate additional
issues. See LBP-83-4, supra, 17 NRC at __ & n.60 (slip
opinion at 24 & n.60).

The Licensing Board fully reviewed the evidence that
supports its conclusion that . tubes sleeved with heat treated
Inconel 600 are less susceptible to. corrosive attack than
the original steam generator tubes at Point Beach.
LBP-83-4, supra, 17 NRC at. (slip opinion ~at 18-23, 25,

32-33). The Board also notes that the sleeve will, in
effect, partially insniate the surrounding ~ tube, thus
reducing the potentic, for corrosion and the resultant
exposure of the sleev :o the secondary system water. Id. at

(slip opinion at 20-21) .
__,

l

.l
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"hdw the -sleeving program would cause prob'lems" or g
whether it reflects " unfavorably on the safety of '

sleeving."

EBP-82-88, supra, 16 NRC at 1342 (citation omitted; emphasis

in original). Decade was aware it had to make this showing

(see Tr. '1204-05) , yet it failed to provide any link

demonstrating that sleeving may lead, or be related, to tube

failures. Indeed, only on brief does Decade mention,
,

without elaboration, that it is concerned with the

consequences of " sleeve induced" tube failure. Decade Brief

at 3.

Decade's second argument apparently relates to its

Exception D.1. Decade claims the Board erred in not.

establishing "the degree of assurance (necessary).to

anticipate steam g'enerator tube failures that is required in

order to protect the public safety before it proceeded to

determine whether the level of assurance shown was ade-

quate." Decade Exceptions at 2. In essence, Decade

believes the Board first had to ascertain the probability

and consequences of steam generator tube failures in order- ,

to conclude that Point Beach could operate safely with

sleeved tubes. Decade Brief at 8. Absent this information,

Decade argues, the Licensing Board could not conclude that

Point Beach may operate safely after sleeving. In this

regard, Decade points out that the Commission has not fully

investigated the safety consequences of steam generator tube

q

*

i
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failures, in-particular those. occurring during a loss of

coolant accident. Id. at 7-11.8
Decade's argument fails. In evaluating the efficacy of-

eddy current testing to detect flaws in sleeved tubes and in

reaching.its ultimate conclusion whether the amendment

should issue, the Board could apply only existing safety

standards. See Nader v. NRC, 513 F.2d 1045, 1052-54 (D.C.

Cir. 1975); Nader v. Ray,, 363 F. Supp. 946, 954 (D. D. C.

1973). Consideration of the probability and magnitude of

steam generator tube failures is not required by the
Commission's existing regulations. Nor were such general

.

issues encompassed within the scope of this license

amendment proceeding. Absent a demonstration that sleeving

would contribute to steam generator tube failure, the

Licensing Board did not have to consider the probabilities

8 Decade is correct that the agency has not yet studied the
consequences of multiple steam generator tube failures.
Indeed, the agency has extant'a long standing commitment to
study these issues. See, e ch, Northern States Power Co.a(Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant, Units-1 and 2),
ALAB-343, 4 NRC 169, 171 (1976); NUREG-0410, "NRC Program
for the Resolution of Generic Issues Related to Nuclear
Power Plants," Appendix F, Technical Activity No. A-3
(1978). We note that in the staff's February 1982 " Steam
Generator Status Report," attached to SECY-82-72, "Overall
Steam Generator Program" (Feb. 18, 1982), the staff
acknowledges (at 2) that the multiple tube failure problem
has not yet been rigorously studied, but states (at 6-7)
that many steam generator issues are resolved in a draft
report ' (NUREG-0844) . To our knowledge this document has not
yet been published in either final or draft form.

.
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and consequences of tube failures before considering whether

sleeving of Point Beach steam generators would be inimical
. .

to the public health and safety. But, in any event, the

Board did consider the safety aspects of sleeving --

including the failure of eddy current testing to detect

flaws in sleeved tubes -- before authorizing issuance of the

license amendment. See LBP-83-4, supra, 17 NRC at __ (slip

opinion at 13-34).

III

Independent of the issues raised by Decade's appeal, we

have examined the Licensing Board's initial decision and the
,

underlying record pursuant to our long standing practice to
,

review, sua sponte, "'any final disposition of a licensing
.

proceeding.that either was or had to be founded upon
i

substantive determinations of significant safety or

environmental issues.'" Sacramento Municipal Utility Dis-

trict (Rancho Seco Nuclear Generating Station), ALAB-655, 14-

NRC 799, 803 (1981) , quoting Washington Public Power Supply

System (WPPSS Nuclear Project No. 2) , ALAB-571, 10 NRC 687,

692 (1979). Our review of the record below on the !

substantive safety issues has disclosed no error requiring

corrective action. Indeed, with one minor exception noted

below (see note 9, infra), we generally agree with the

Licensing Board's conclusions regarding the acceptability of |

sleeving as a repair technique for steam generator tubes at

,
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Point' Beach.8 An additional matter, however, merits our

attention.
.

..

As we discussed earlier, the Licensing Board took

evidence on the safety implications of sleeving so that the
record would nevertheless be complete in the event it found

eddy current testing inadequate to detect flaws in sleeved

tubes. The Board then made findings on the safety of

sleeved tubes even though this contingency did not arise.

We have evaluated the complete record and believe that a

brief discussion of the basis for the Board's safety finding

9 There is one aspect of the Licensing Board's analysis that
we do not endorse. The Board concluded there was no genuine
issue concerning eddy current testing of the upper joint -

between the sleeve and its surrounding tube. LBP-83-4,

supra, 17 NRC at (slip opinion at 22); LBP-82-88, supra,
16 NRC at 1348. Consequently, when it ordered the applicant
and the staff to address the question of the safety _
implications of sleeving in tMe event the Board might find
eddy current testing inadequate for detecting flaws in
sleeved tubes, no evidence was presented _regarding the
efficacy of eddy current testing in this portion of the
sleeve. Decade appears to take exception to the Board's
handling of this point, but did not brief the issue and we
therefore do not consider it before us on Decade's appeal.
On sua sponte review, however, we note that the ability to
inspect the upper tube joint is a matter of importance.
Such inspections are, in our opinion, required by General
Design Criterion 32, 10 CFR Part 50, App. A. The ability to

inspect this region is analogous to the ability to inspect
the upper transition region in the replacement steam
generators, a matter we addressed in our-July 8, 1983 ,

I

Memorandum and Order in Docket No. 50-266 OLA-2. Our
previous inquiry regarding eddy current testing at the ,

transition in the steam generator replacement proceeding, )
and our new inquiry here with respect to the ability to |

inspect the upper sleeve joint, are the subject of a
companion memorandum and order issued with this decision.

|

..

-------_.-__.m_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _j
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may help answer Decade's apparent concern that sleeving will

cause multiple tube failures.

Before a steam generator tube composed of Inconel 600

(a tough, ductile material) can be weakened by corrosion

cracking to the point that it would rupture during an

accident, the crack must attain a certain critical length.

Fletcher, fol. Tr. 1422, at 7-8; Appl. Exh. I (WCAP-9960

Rev. 1) at 6.121-122, 6.126. This fact bears upon the

safety of steam generator operation in two ways. First,

despite the limitations of the eddy current technique in
,

detecting small tube flaws (see LBP-83-4, supra, 17 NRC at *

'

(slip opinion at 2, 13-15); Tr. 1500-01, 1691-92, 1704),
__

if a crack is of such size as to threaten the structural -

integrity of the tube, it is likely to be large enough to be

detected in an eddy current examination. LBP-83-4, supra,

17 NRC at __ (slip opinion at 17); Tr. 1846, 1848. Second,

and perhaps of greater consequence in terms of the assurance

of safety, before a tube crack reaches the size that it

structurally weakens the tube, the crack likely would

penetrate the tube wall, causing primary-to-secondary

leakage. Fletcher, fol. Tr. 1422, at 7-9; Tr. 1747-49.10

10
This is the so called " leak-before-break" phenomenon. 1

The history of steam generator tube failures reflects over-

I200 instances of tube leakage. Murphy, fol. Tr. 1828, at
10; Tr. 1783 (Fletcher). In contrast, there have been only i

(Footnote-continued) ;
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Because the radioactivity present in primary system water

provides a sensitive means of detecting such leakage into

the nonradioactive secondary system water, there is a

mechanism to provide a timely warning of the serious

degradation of even a single tube. See LBP-8 3-4, supra, 17

NRC at __ (slip opinion at 26-27) . Thus, there seems to.be

a progressively decreasing likelihood that, through

corrosion cracking, one or more tubes could be weakened to

the point that they could fail under accident conditions

without this situation being heralded by detectable leakage.

We recognize the evidence just outlined does not

constitute the equivalent of a rigorous, quantitative -

determination of the likelihood and consequences of multiple

tube failures. Nevertheless, we believe that the record in

this proceeding supports the current staff requirement that

only single, random tube failures be analyzed.

The decision of the Licensing Board authorizing the

grant of the license amendment (LBP-83-4, 17 NRC __,) is

affirmed.

(Footnote continued)
four cases of catastrophic tube failure-rupture, and the .
circumstances surrounding each of'these are distinguishable
from the: type of corrosive attack and cracking that may be
expected at . Point Beach. Tr. 1596, 1775-81 (Fletcher) ;
Marsh, fol. Tr. 1822, at 3.
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It'is so ORDERED.
.

FOR THE' APPEAL BOARD

s A-> 0 m f :,

_ Barbara A. Tompkins /
Secretary to the

Appeal Board
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In the Matter of )
)

WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-266 OLA-2
-

) 50-301 OLA
(Point Beach Nuclear Plant, )
Units 1 and 2) )

9" )
)

-
.

MEMdRANDUM AND ORDER*
.

- g'
,

-
-

*
- .a.

,

. On July 8, 1983, we issued an order in the Point Beach
.

Unit 1 steam generator, replacement case requesting that the
,_ _ , ,
-

. , , . .
-

NRC staff provide us with an evaluation of the eddy current. , , _ .

tes. ting procedures fo be carried out at the transition
:

.

region of the fully expanded tubes of the replacement..

generator. We have'now received the staff response to that-

. . . . .
-

' request in the form of'.an affidavit of Herbert F. Conrad.
"

That affidavit, however, leaves several questions-

unanswered.

w In addition, we have issued today an opinion rejecting
.

the appeal of Decade in the Point Beach Units 1 and 2 steam

generator' tube sleeving proceeding. In that case also there

remain several questions regarding eddy current testing at

the location of the upper sleeve-tube joint. 9_e 7JJG-739 ,

-

.
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18 NRC __, __ (slip opinion at __ n. __) . Because that

joint is a region of uniform diametric change in the sleeve,

it appears that standard eddy current testing techniques
suffer from the same lack of sensitivity as those in the

' I

transition region of fully expanded tubes. See Memorandum

and Order (unpublished) , July 8, 1983, at 2-3. We would

like to obtain,more information on the procedures and staff

requirements for eddy current testing for this portion of

the sleeved tubes as well. .

Therefore, we.are addressing a series of questions to
,

the staff that, once ans,wered, should provide us with a more
--

..
,

complete understanding of the efficacy of eddy current,

inspection at th'e transition region of fully expanded tubes.''

To the extent that these questions-also pertain to eddy.

current testing in.the upper joint region of sleeved tubes,

the.answersshould"Neexpandedtoaddressexplicitlythis
|

latter situation. If eddy current testing in the vicinity

of the upper joint.of sleeved tubes is not carried out in a
manner similar to that'for testing-the transition region of, q

~

fully expanded tubes, the staff'should discuss the program ;

used to assure that.the upper joint region of sleeved tubes
.

is' adequately inspected. The level of detail.the answers ;

-

|

should contain may be ascertained from our questions
1

relating to the transit' ion region tests. ,!

!

|

i
;

.
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1. In paragraph 3 of the Conrad Affidavit, it is

stated that the comparison of standard eddy current test

data with a preoperational baseline " signature" has been

successful in detecting the presence of tube flaws. What

is the minimum size flaw that is detectable using this

technique, particularly in relation to the 40 percent

degradation limit and " critical crack size"? Actual

in-service or test results should be quoted if available.

2. Paragraph 3'goes on to point out that the baseline

, comparison method is limited with regard to determining the
.

size' of flaws, and ihat.$the staff expects the use of more
- :.

sophisticated, techniques':to determine actual flaw size.
.

"

.

What are the exact circumstances where more sophisticated,,

techniques are required? Provide examples and results of

the use of such techniques and describe the constraints with

respect to time, co$t, or personnel exposure that must be

considered when requiring the use of the more sophisticated

techniquec. How are.these considerations balanced against-

the need for accurafe flaw size information?,

3. Explain what is meant by the.last-sentence'in !
-i

paragraph 3 of.the Conrad Affidavit. In particular, how
l

would the Technical Specifications for a plant having fully )
~

;

expanded tubes, or sleeved tubes, differ from a plant
-!

without either of these' characteristics? I

.
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4. With regard to . the last sentence of paragraph' 4.of
'

the Conrad Affidavit, explain what'other' methods the staff
.

uses to prevent the consequences of tube. degradation.-

It is.so ORDERED.
t-

FOR THE APPEAL. BOARD. -

.

.
~

.

: ,

, ..
.

- . - .- .

.. . _
,

p'
. Barbara A. Tompkin( p_n

.%
' .

,
'

Secretary to the- - 'e'-
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? UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

BEFORE THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

$W|.RT.3!cmh,..

9.:.fis' " -
Wisconsin Electric Power Company

POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT DNITS 1 & 2
DOCKET NOS. 50-266 AND 50-301
Operating License Amendment .

(Steam Generator Tube Sleeving Program)

PETITION FOR REVIEW OF APPEAL BOARD DECISION
'

.

*
..

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 5 2.7 86 (b), Wisconsin's Environmental
.

Decade, Inc. ("De ca de ") , hereby serves upon the U. S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (" Commission") its petition for review of

the Decision.of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board
.

(" Appe a.L Board") entered September 7, 1983, and served September '
.

8, 1983, concerning * sleeving"- degraded steam generator tubes -in
'

the Point Beach Nuclear- Plant (" Point Beach"). .

,

As in the Decade's petition f or review, dated April 7, 1983,-

in a parallel proceeding concerning replacement of the steam
i

. generators at the ot er un t of Point Beach, the issue _ continues |h i

:|.

to be the saf ety of the f acility and the unrelenting r,efusal of -

the Commission and i ts agents to consider one of-the m aj or. !
'

i

generic saf ety que'stions presently af flicting most pressurized
water reactors in the country. i

THE NATURE OF THE DECISION UNDER REVIEW
t

The Appeal Board in a Dec,ision, entered September 7,1983,--

i
'

as did the Atomic Safety & Licensing Licensing Board (" Licensing

Board 9) in an Initial Decision, dated March 16, 1983, rejected
'

the Decade's challenge 'to ' sleeving at Point Beach. This petition

- . _ _ - - _ _ _
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for review seeks Commission review of those two orders. )
-

THE NATURE OF THE PROCEEDINGS BELOW,

l

The Point Beach Nuclear Plant Units 1 and 2 are suffering

from steam generator tube degradation. The Licensee proposed to |
.l

address the problem by either sleeving the degraded tubes or by- j

replacing the steam generators. In the proceedings below, the
f 4

Licensee sought a license amendment to authorize sleeving, in |
,

1

lieu of plugging, degraded tubes. |
- -

STATEMENT dF ANY MATTERS NOT RAISED BELOW
|

~

This petition f or review does not raise any matters.which
.

'

were not raised below *before the Licensing Board and before the
.

Appeal Board, as is more fully cited in the text that follows.

REASONS WBY THE DECISIONS UNDER REVIEW ARE ERRONEOUS

.
The Appeal Board, as did the Licensing Board, has approved ],

the Licensee's proposals and ignored the unresolved generic

issues by pretending major issues do not exist and by hiding

behind irrelevant legal homo 11es.

It agreed with the Licensing Board over the Decade's

objection that no evaluation of the consequences of an accident
'

was necessary before finding that the ' probability of an accident 4

from the licende amendment posed acceptable risks; and with one

hand it disdained intervenor's concerns over tbe inspectability

of sleeved tubes while conceding them with the other.

Three salient errors by the Appeal Board arise from those
. '

conclusions: (i) the Appeal Board erroneously denied'that a

linkage was shown between sleeving and tube f ailures; (ii) the

, Appeal Board erroneou, sly. claimed that applicable statutes and
-

..
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rules preclude consideration of safety concerns; and (iii) the |

Appeal Board arbitrarily and capriciously disclaimed the

importance of an issue raised by the intervenor that it conceded

was important by raising it sua sponte.

(i) Linkage Between Sleeving and Failures

The Appeal Board sustained the Licensing Board's refusal to
consider the ef f ects of tube f ailures on(the grounds that "the

Decade had not put forth a cognizable claim that some element in

the sleeving. process gives rise to an enhanced likelihood of tube .

"

rupture". That is to say, according to the Appeal Board, before

accident concerns a r i's e , some nexus must be shown between

sleeving and the possibility of an accident. Decision, at p. 6.-

~

The claimed absence of such a linkage is patently untrue.

'In fact, the Decade did allege j ust such a connection in its ,

intervention papers to the LiEensin's Board, aan Decade's Motion
.

'

Concerning Litigable Is' sues, dated July 21,19 8 2, at p. 6, and

on appeal, .5Le Decade's Brief in Support of Exceptions, dated
Ma r ch 16,19 8 3, a t p. 6,

That linkage which the Decade raised concerned the f act that'

the narrow space betVeen the sleeve and the tube created the same
.

type of highly. corrosive crevice-like conditions that was*

previously the apparent source of run-away tube degradation

witnin the tubesheet at Point Beach since 1979. Moreover, the

Decade pointed out that this time the annullus, which is created
'

by the sleeve, would be located * above, not below, the tube sheet.

In that' location, secondary-to-primary inleakage would no longer

be constrained as it would have been inside the tube sheet, arid
- -

, , .
.

safety systems would be fatally compromised in case of a loss-of-

. . ._- .-_-.
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coolant-accident.

In its Motion, the Decade alleged:

"The process of sleeving steam generator tobes
increases the probability of tube failures generally, and,
of even greater significance, it substantially increases the
risk of f ailures in the unconstrained f ree standing region
of the steam generator specifically in, among other things,
the following manner:

a *** r
'

,

'

"The annu11us between the original tube and the sleeve
may give rise to a corrosive environmen.t in.the
unconstrained f ree standing region of the steam generator in
cases where the original tube is or may be suffering in the
f uture f rom a through-wall crack permitting secondary water
impurities (including copper and iron oxides from the
f eedwater heater,s that are an unintended byproduct of the
conversion to all volatile treatment) to seep into the ,

narrow space and concentrate to eventually corrode the
sleeve as well."

Motion, at p. 6. See, also, pp. 8 to 10 for detailed' citations.

In its Brief, the Dge.ade argued:
h W -

$jd / "The Board stated that this evidence is relevant only
'if tube weakening is assumed to have occurred,' and then,.g

d without ever ruling on the possibility of tube weakening, it
determined the safety issue to be irrelevant.

"Nor the limited purpose of making a pre-trial ruling
on which issues may be adjudicated, it would be impossible
to preclude the possibility of- f ailures in sleeved tubes,
and therefore the exclusionary ruling cannot stand.

"The previous problem of corrosion ~ inducing
environments in confined spaces such as the . tube-to-
tubesheet . cr evice in steam generators at pressurized water
reactors is well~ known. Nuclear Reactor Regulation, Steam
Generator Tube Expe rience (1982), NOREG-0886, fat p.14. In

turn, the insertion of sleeves inside the original tubes
creates a new confined space, this time in the sleeve-to-
tube annulus, and, in those cases where the original tube is
degraded through-wall, secondary water with its inevitable
im pu r i.ti e s will enter the annulus and concentrate
corrodents. This fact cahnot be in serious dispute inasmuch

,

as it is admitted in the Licensee's own applications i

'The behavior of the annulus between the tube 'and
sleeve, with respect to the capability to concentrate
seco'ndary , side' bulk water inpurities [ sic], is j udged-

__ _
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to be similar to that of that original tube /tubesheet
crevice.' Appl. Ex.1, at p. 6.7

"Thus, the possibility of failures in tube failures
must be acknowledged, and the Board's reasoning for
excluding consideration of saf ety must f all." ,

Brief, at p. 6.

Although the Licensing Board ref used to admit it into
evidence, the Commission may wish to note in pa'ssing that.a

f
sister utility to the Licensee, Northern States Power Company,

'

took much the same position as the Decade: '

' '

" Consideration of sleeving should anticipate that any
corrosion problems that existed before sleeving will
continue, and that sleeving itself is likely to introduce'

some new ones. ,,

"Inconel is particularly sensitive to crevice
corrosion. Sleeving creates another crevice between tube
and sleeve. Any secondary cor rosion attack that. penetrates
the original tube then makes the sleeve vulnerable to

***"secondary side crevice corrosion attack. ,
.

Let'ter from G. H. Neils ( N'S P) to S. Burstein ( W E P) , dated

.
'~

February 2, 1982.
-

,

The Appeal Board was only able to reject this plethora of
information that demonstrates the possibility of a linkage by the

erroneous -- and irresponsible -- expedient of ignoring 'it. If

one were to believe the Appeal Board, the " Decade was aware it

had to make thi,s showing (of a linkage], yet it f ailed .tn provide

amt link demonstrating that sleeving may lead, or be related, to

tube f ailur es. " Decision, at p. 7 (emphasis added). Such

perverted reasoning defies any claim to responsible conduct.

(ii) Applicable Rules Require an Assessment of Safety'
i-

Also, in overturning the Decade's insistence on a safety
Ievaluition, the Appeal Board held that "(clonsideration of the

.

probability and magnitude of steam generator tube f ailures is not
.

( .

_ _ . . . _ _ - _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ - - _ - _ _ _
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required by the Commission's existing regulations." "[T]he Board

could apply only existing safety atandards." Decision at p. 8.

However, in fact, the existing regulations require such-

consideration.

Congress has established as the statutory standard to

control the Commission's action:
(

"In any event, no license may be issued to any person
within the United States if, in the opinion of the
Commission, the issuance of a license to such person .would
be inimical to the common defense and security or to the
health and safety of the public." 42 U.S.C. 52133.

In turn, the Commission has established as the
~

administrative regu1ation to control its conduct, as well as its

Licensing BoarC's actions:

"In determining that a license will be' issued to an
applicant, the commission will be guided by the f ollowing
considerations:

"(a) Tt.e processes to be performed, the operating -
procedures, the f acility and equipment, the use of the
f acility, and other technical specifications, or the
proposals, in regard to any of the foregoing
rollectively provide reasonable assurance that the
applicant will comply with the regulations in this
chapter, including the regulations in Part 20, and that
the h e a l t h And .aAfJLty 21 .th_g pu bl,i.c : E.ill DDI. ' DA
endangered." 10 C.P.R. 550.40(a). [ Emphasis added.]

"The reactor coolant pressure boundary shall be
designed, f abricated, erected, and tested so as to have an
extremely ing probability of abnormal leakage, of rapidly
propagating f ailure, and of gross rupture." 10 C.F.R. Part
50 App. A. Crit. 14. [ Emphasis added.-]

The Licensing Board.had before it below a proceeding to

determine whether to approve a new procedure (sleeving) intended

to repair.one part of the reactor coolant pressure boundaryc ,

(steam generator tubes) that is failing. Tr. 1385.

Sleeving involves the insertion of a nominal' 3/4 inch tube,

- approximately (extreme'ly thin] inch in wall thickness, into a

.
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nominal 7/8 inch tube, approximately .005 inch in wall thickness,

from the confined radioactive primary side of the steam generator

by temporary workers, and then joining the ends of the first tube
to tne inside f ace of the second tube by a complex proprietary

process. Appl. Ex. 1.

When it made its determination as to whether to approve this

sleeving process, the Board was not f ree 'to act arbitarily, but
'

rather it was required to make a reviewable record on whether the
.

new proceddre was "Jnimical to the health and safety of the

puolic," 42 U.S. C. S2133, whether the "public health and saf ety
,

will be e ndange r ed", "l'0 C.F.R. 5 5 0.4 0 (a) , and whether it will

provide a " low probability .of abnormal leakage, of rapidly

propagating f ailure or of gross rupture",10 C.F.R. Part 50 App.

A Crit. 14.
~

.,

In making this f actual determination of whether sleeving

met these ,t e s t s , the Licensing Board should have compiled

evidence on the consequences to "the health and saf ety of the

public" f rom a sleeve induced tube f ailure under various accident
.

conoitions, 10 C. F.R. 5 5 0.4 0 (a) , and weigh'that in relation to

whether there is a " low probability" of such a f ailure,10 C.F.R.

Pa r t 5 0 App. A 'Cr it.14.
,

Instead of proceeding rationally and in accordance with the

Commission's regulations, however, the Licensing Board ' improperly

excluded as irrelevant evidence on both the safety consequences
,

of a tube f ailure and on the number of such f ailures sufficient
to precipitate those consequences.1/ By excluding this. evidence,

.the Board incapacitated its ability to ascertain "how safe is
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safe enough", because a lower probability of occurrence is

required when the consequences of its occurrence are more

inj urious.

Both Boards have implied that these safety issues have been

dealt with bef ore, such that any further consideration would be ,

duplicative. It should be emphasized that this is patently

untrue. In fact, the Commission hp s not yet formally )
investigated the consequences of steam generator tube f ailure

. .

during loss-of-coolant. accident ("LOCA") conditions -- whether in

a sleeved or unsleeved tube, as shown by the statements of the
!

Commission's own staffr..as well as by outside agencies:

"One area (of research] that has not been considered
sufficiently using recent accident analysis codes is
estimation of the conseq6ences of a transient or.some other
failure that might lead in turn to the failure of a
significant number of tubes. Such f ailures could lead to
the degradation of ECCS f unction." Office of Reactor Safety H

Rei:* arch Group, R e po r t 12 the P r e s i d e n t 's Nu cle a r Safety .i

Oversight f2Emittee(19 81), a t p. I-2.
**

.|
"The consequences of multiple tube f ailure, excess of j

the design base, have not yet been rigorously studied. l
***

In the' event of a LOCA, the core reflood rate could be i
retarded by steam binding. * * * S [ team] G[enerator] tube |
f ailures would create a secondary to primary leak path which !

aggravates the steam binding effect and could lead to !
ineffective reflooding of the co r e. " Nuclear Reactor ;

Re sear ch, Steam Gene r a tor Sta tus Mpar_t(Feb.19 8 2) , a t p. 2 ;

to 3(" Status Report"). |
;

J"At t'he times Point Beach Unit 1, Surry Unit 2, and
Prairie Island Unit 1 were licensed, there were.no specific !

analysis. requirements for S{ team] G(enerator) T[ube] rupture !

even t s. * * * l

!
"* * *

"The staff does not require licensees to analyze loss- !
of-coolant accidents (LOCAs) concurrent with an SGT break, '

but does require all LOCA, analyses to include the effects of-

the plugged tubes on reduced RCS flow." Nuclear Reactor
Regulation, Evaluation af Steam generator Tube Rupture )

Events (March 19 80), NUREG-0651, at p. 1-2.

This demonstrates that the Commission has never- made any |
,

'

i

|
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determination whether the possibility of a failure in an

unsleeved tube during LOCA poses an unacceptable risk. That

being given, it is totally irresponsible to claim that there "is
'

no serious saf ety issue", sea Initial Decision, at p. 3 4, f rom

failures in sleeved tubes solely with reference to the

possibility of failures in unsleeved tubes which has never been

considered. f
Th,e Appeal Board only deigns to acknowledge the f act that

whilemultiple tube ruptures have not been studied --

,

inexplicably ignoring ~ the other failings -- and then hesitantly

dismisses the con ce r n-y itho u t explanation by noting that one
report that it has seen makes a reference to an unpublished

repor t which -it has not seen on the subject. Decision, at p. 8

n. 8.. i
,

Contrary to the Appeal Board's assertions, the statutes and
.

rules requi're a r a tiovial 'de ci s i o n- m a kin g process in which

conclusions as to adequate levels of safety cannot be meaningless

boiler plate, but rather must be based upon a probablitistic

assessment of probabilities and consequences. Concocting a

standard ostensibly pegged to presently . evaluated . risks is

arbitrary when the existing risks have, themselves, never been
,

evaluated.

(iii) Importance of Inspectability Concern

The Appeal Board accepted the Licensing Board's assurances

as to the inspectability of, sleeved tubes, including.the-

i

i

inspectability of the upper joint. Sea Decision, at pp. 9 to 10.

This was an issue raised by the Decade that the Licensing Board
'

had previou' sly f ound ' of insuf ficient 'importance to eve 6 be

. .-. . _ . . _. - - - - -.
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investigated through a hearing. San Memorandum and Order, dated

October 21,19 8 2, at p.15.

Then, the Appeal Board turned around and issued a concurrent

Memorandum and Order, dated September 7,1983, requesting more

information on the inspectability of the upper joint. .Id. , a t p.

2.
r

This presents the exact same arbitrary and capricious action

that we challenged in our April 7,1983 petition f or review in

the same docket which is still pending. It is erroneous and

should be reversed.
.

STATEMENT WHY THE COMMISSION SHOULD GRANT REVIEW

Due to limitations of time and space, we refer the

Commission to the reasons set forth in our parallel petition,

dated April 7, 1983, for review to be granted here, as well.

WI ' 7 NVIR ENTAL E, INC..

^~"by
PETER ( ANDERSON |

,

President
114 North Carroll Street !

Madison, Wisconsin 53703
Dated: September 23, 1983

.

1 The Appea.L Board asserts that the Licensing Board did ' ;
" consider" safety. Decision, at p. 9. _ This is grossly. l.

. misleading. In f act, the Licensing Board first precluded i

intervenors from presenting affirmative or rebuttal evidence j
iby granting summary disposition on the subject, .sge

Memorandum and Order, dated October 1,1982, at pp. 7 to 8,
,

and then, over the Decade's obj ection, made its own i

inquiries of Staff on the subject during the hearing, seg :
Transcript. p.1822. 'Ihis may be a meretricious veneer to a j

, bad decision, but it does not comport with the most basic )
rudiments of due process. !

l

|
-- -
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Wisconsin Electric Power Company
1POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 & 2.

DOCKET NOS. 50-266 AND 50-301
Operating License Amendment

(Steam Generator Tube Sleeving Program)
.

'CERTIFICATE OF. SERVICE
..

-

4

I certify that true and correct copies of the Petition f or

Review, dated September 23, 1983, in the above-captioned matter,

were served this day by depositing the same in the first class

mails, correctly addressed, postage prepaid, upon Messrs. Gerald

Charnoff (WEPCO), Richard G. Bachmann (Staf f), Hon. Peter B.

Bloch (ASLB) and Bon. Thomas. S. ^^r- ('3 LAB
*
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,
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In the Matter of
.

WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY Docket Nos. 50-226
50-301

(PointBeachNuclearPlant, -

Units 1 and 2) .

.

.

.

.

f
NRC STAFF'S ANSWER IN OPPOSITION TO WISCONSIN'S -

ENVIRONMENTAL DECADE PETITION FOR REVIEW

.

.

'

Richard G. Bachmann
Counsel for NRC Staff-

1

October 11, 1983 j-
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

'

.

'

BEFORE THE COMMISSION

^

In the Matter of
s

WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY Docket Nos. 50-226
50-301* -

(Point Beach Nuclear Plant,
Units 1 and 2)

.

NRC STAFF'S ANSWER IN OPPOSITION TO WISCONSIN'S
ENVIRONMENTAL DECADE PETITION FOR REVIEW .

I. INTRODUCTION

On September 23, 1983 Intervenor Wisconsin's Environmental Decade

(" Decade") filed a Petition for Review of Appeal Board Decision (" Petition")

pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 6 2.786(b) requesting that the Commission undertake

review of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board's (" Appeal Board")

Decision, ALAB-739, NRC (SlipOpinion,' September 7,1983). In

ALAB-739 the Appeal Board affirmed the Initial Decision, LBP-83-4, 17 NRC

109(1983) of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (" Licensing Board")

issued on February 4,1983 which authorized the issuance of a license i

amendment I for the Point Beach Nuclear Plant that allows degraded steamI

generator tubes to be repaired by sleeving. As discussed below, the NRC

staff opposes the Petition and urges that it be denied. ).

*

1
'

.

l
~'

-1/ Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. $ ?.764, the Staff issued the amendment on
April 4, 1983. 48 Fed. Reg. 16153. .

!
|

|
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II. BACKGROUND'

,

This license amendment proceeding was initiated on July 2,19.81,

when Wisconsin Electric Power Company.(" Licensee") filed its license

amendment nquest which would pennit the plant to operate with steam

generator tubes that had degraded past the plugging limit when such tubes

hadbeenrepairedbysleeving.E The Comission subsequently published a

notice of opportunity for hearing. 46 Fed. Reg.40359(August 7,198,1).

The Staff agrees with and adopts the Appeal Board's description of the early

history of this proceeding set forth in previous decisions and referenced

in ALAB-739. ALAB-739, Slip op. at 2, n.1.

On October 1, 1982, the Licensing Board issued its Memorandum and

Order (Concerning Surrmary Disonsition Issues), LBP-82-88,16 NRC 1335

(1982) (" Summary Disposition Order"). As noted by the Appeal Board

(ALAB-739, Slip op. at 2-3), the Licensing Board granted summary disposi-

tion of all but one of Decade's contentions and ordered a hearing on the

following issue:

That the license amendment should be denied or condi-
tioned because applicant has not_ demonstrated that
eddy current testing is adequate to detect serious
stress corrosion cracking or intergranular attack,
in excess of the technical specification prohibiting
more than 40 percent degradation of the sleeve wall,
in sleeves that would be inserted within steam
generator tubes. LBP-82-88, 16 NRC at 1337.

.

-2/ The Licensing Board has provided a " Description of Sleeving" in its
Initial Decision, LBP-83-4, 17 NRC 109, 111-112 (1983). See also-

Wisconsin Electric Power Company (Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Un'iT 1)',
ALAB-696, 16 NRC 1245, 1250 (1982).

l
- ,

|
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The Licensing Board also explained its concerns pertaining to the
,

issue as follows: .

Were we to find that eddy current testing of sleeves
.is inadequate, we would be unable to assess the signi-
ficance of that finding unless we are informed about
the relationship of the inadequacy of the probability
of occurrence of events of differing degrees of
seriousness. Obviously, no system of measurement is -

perfect. Errors of measurement are to be expected.
The significance of errors of measurement must be
assessed in relationship to the resulting risks. ,

(emphasis added) 16 NRC at 1338.

The Licensing Board further informed the parties as to the scope of its
.

inquiry into the issue at the hearing:

We expect the hearing to address questions concerning
the reliability of eddy current testing for detecting
stress corrosion cracking in sleeved and unsleeved
tubes (this latter evidence is relevant to our develop-
ing an adequate understanding of the ability to detect
flaws in the sleeved tubes), the reliability with which
rates of corrosion may be predicted within the tube- |
sleeve assemblies and the changing probability, over
time, of undetected defects leading to a rupture of one
or more sleeved steam generator tubes that: (a) will
cause one or more leaks whose combined effect is not a !

!serious safety problem, or (b) will cause one or more
leaks whose combined effect is serious either because i

of the accompanying risk of release of radiation or I
because it would cause a serious risk of leading to a
full or partial core melt condition. We are interested
in expert opinion on these questions and in exploring
the reasons for these opinions. I d_.

Thus, the Licensing Board had set the stage, prior to the hearing,

not only for litigation of the adequacy of eddy current testing, but i

.

also for an exploration of the probability and seriousness of unde-
,

tected flaws in steam generator tubes. See ALAB-739, Slip op. at 2-

(Appeal Board's characterization of Licensing Board's directions).

The evidentiary hearing was held on November 17 and 18,1982 in .

Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Both the Licensee and the Staff submitted direct

testimony and presented qualified witnesses to address the issue as
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stated by the Licensing Board and to answer the concerns of the. Board.3/-

See LBP-83 4, 17 NRC at 131, 132. Decade presented no witnesses, sub-

mitted no direct testimony and filed no fonnal findings pursuant to the

Licensing ~ Board's request. M.at112. As noted above, the Licensing

Board issued its Initial Decision on February .4,1983. Decade app'ealed
'

the decision by filing exceptions on February 14, 1983 and its Brief in

Support of Exceptions to Board's Initial Decision ("Brief") on March J6,

1983.

The Appeal Board detennined that Decade had raised two issues on
,

appeal: (1) the Licensing Board should not have summarily dismissed

as irrelevant Decade's contention concerning the effects of steam

generator tube failures and (2) the Licensing Board erred in not first

ascertaining the probability and consequences of steam generator tube

failures before deciding on the issue of safety of sleeved tubes.

ALAB-739, Slip op at 4-5, 7. The Appeal Board agreed with the Licensing

Board as to the irrelevance of Decade's contention on the effects of

steam generator tube failures, noting that Decade had failed to provide

any link between sleeving and tube failures. M.at5-7. Likewise, the

Appeal Board rejected Decade's assertion that the Licensing Board'was

bound to explore the probability and consequences of tube failures, thus

creating a new safety standard, before ruling on the safety of tube

sleeving. Id. at 7-9. Accordingly, the Appeal Board affirmed the

3/ For the views of the Staff on the probability of a core melt, See
~

Testimony of Ledyard B. Marsh, fol . Tr.1822.
.

%
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Licensing Board's Initial Decision.M On September 23, 1983, Decade ,

filed the instant Petition-seeking Comission review of ALAB-739.

III. DISCUSSION

,

The Comission's Regulations provide the. procedure for parties to

petition the Comission for a discretionary review of a decision or. action

of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board. 10 C.F.R. 5 2.786. Such ,

I

a. petition may only be-filed on the ground that the decision or action -is

erroneous with respect to an important question of fact, law, or policy.
,

10 C.F.R. 5 2.786(b)(1).

Section 2.786 establishes a framework and sets forth criteria against

which a petition for review should be judged. Among the requirements is

that a petition shall contain: .

(ii) A statement (including record. citation) where
the matters of fact or law raised in the petition for a

review were previously raised before the Atomic- Safety
and Licensing'A) peal Board and, if they were not why j
they could not. lave been raised. (emphasisadded) , 1

'

10 C.F.R. 5-2.786(b)(2).

As a consequence, a petition will not be granted to the extent that it

relies upon matters which could have been, but were not raised before the

Appeal Board. 10 C.F.R $ 2.786(b)(4)(iii). Although the Comission has .
- |

. -4/ In addition _to. rejecting Decade's assertions of error by the ;

Licensing Board, the Appeal Board conducted its usual sua sponte'- 1

review of the Initial Decision. . ALAB-739, Slip' op. atT With 1

one minor exception, the Appeal Board agreed with the Licensing :-

1

Board's conclusions. Id. at 9-10. However, the Appeal Board did
discover the need forli6re-information concerning the ability to
inspect the upper sleeve joint. Id.'at 10, n.9. Such information.

.'

was requested from the Staff in a'Tompanion Memorandum and Order .

issued with the Appeal Board's Decision on September 7,1983. Id.
.

9 W, - 6, -,~r e- w6-w w _ w
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the ultimate discretion to review any decision of its subordinate boards,,

petitions for review of matters of law or policyb "will not ordinarily

be granted" unless important environmental, safety, comon defense,

antitrust, procedural or public policy questions are involved. 10 C.F.R.

6 2.786(b)(4).
,

,

Decade has raised three issues in its Petition for which Comission

review is sought. It has labeled the issues as follows: .

1. Linkage between sleeving and failure;

2. Applicable rules require an assessment of safety; .

3. Importance of inspectability concern. Petition at 3, 5, 9.

Decade's first two concerns meet the standard of 10 C.F.R.

9 2.786(b)(2)(ii) in that they were previously raised before the Appeal

Boa rd.6_/ Decade's third issue does not. A careful reading of Decade's
,

appeal brief reveals no mention of inspectability of the upper sleeve

joint as a matter before the Aooeal Board. Decade's assertion (Petition

at 9-10) that this issue was raised before the Licensing Board is not

responsive to the requirement of 10 C.F.R. % 2.786(b)(2)(ii). Section

2.786, by its own terms, contemplates a review of Appeal Board, not

Licensing Board, decisions or actions. Nor does Decade's Petition contain

a statement as to why this matter could not have been raised before the

'

5/ Decade does not allege any errors of fact by the Appeal Board as
contemplated in 10 C.F.R. 9 2.786(b)(4)(ii).-

,

6/ As noted supra, the Appeal Board " determined" that Decade appeared
to raise these two issues on appeal. ALAB-739 at 4. At the same-

time, however, the Appeal Board comented on Decade's failure to
conform its appellate filings .to the Comission's Rules of Practice, .

which made it difficult to accurately discern which of its excep-
Id,., n.4.tions it pursued in the Brief. d

- _ _ _ _ - _ _ . - - _ _
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theAppealBoardinaccordancewith10C.F.R.52.786(b)(2)(ii). Moreover,
,

Decade's third issue does not come within the exception of matters. raised

sua sponte by the Appeal Board. The Appeal Board did follow its "long

standing practice" of conducting a sua sponte review of the Initial
'

Decison and the underlying record. ALAB-739 at 9. And, as noted supra,

n.4, the Appeal Board requested further infonnation from the Staff on

inspectability. Neither of these actions constitutes "a matter .

raised sua sponte by an Appeal Board" pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 5 2.786(b)

(4)(111). Accordingly, Decade's third issue, conce aing inspectabili.ty

of the upper sleeve joint should be summarily rejected as not having )
been raised before the Appeal Board without explanation of why it

could not have been raised, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 9 2.786(b)(2)(ii).

As stated above, the Staff believes that Decade's first two issues

in its Petition were raised before the Appeal Board within the meaning

of 10 C.F.R. 66 2.786(b)(2)(ii) and (b)(4)(iii). These issues constitute

matters of law, and, in the case of the second issue, application of

Comission policy. Before discussing the substance of Decade's' issues,

it is important to note that 10 C.F.R. 9 2.786 is not a vehicle to

pursue an appeal as of right. As stated in that section the Commission

may, in its discretion, review decisions or actions of an Appeal Board

"in cases of exceptional legal or policy importance." 10 C.F.R.

6 2.786(a). A petition for review must be filed "on the ground that the

. decision or action is erroneous with respect to an important question of

fact, law, or policy." 10 C.F.R. $ 2.786(b)(1). Decade does not assert,

nor does it provide any infonnation to demonstrate that its issues are .
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"important" within the ambit of section 2.786 of the Commission's Regula-

tions. Morr.over, on their face, the issues raised by Decade do no.t appear

to raise en important question of fact, law or policy. Rather, they
'

simply constitute matters upon which Decade's views have been rejected by

the Boards below. Since, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 5 2.786(b)(4)(i), the
,

Commission will not ordinarily grant a petition for review unless such

"important" riatters are raised, and Decade has not met this requiremetit,

Decade's Petition should be denied on this basis.

Even assuming arguendo that the issues Decade wishes to raise ar.e

appropriate for Commission review, Decade has misinterpreted the appli-

cable law and policy and its Petition should be denied on these grounds.

Decade's first claim is that that Appeal Board erroneously upheld the

Licensing Board in its summary disposition of Decade's contention

concerning the consequences of steam generator tube failures. Petition

at 3. This matter arose in the context of summary disposition when

Decade filed its Motion Concerning Litigable Issues before the Licensing

Board on July 21, 1982.7/-

In its Sunmary Disposition Decision, the Licensing Board dismissed

Decade's contention as irrelevant since no showing had been made that

tube sleeving was connected to tube failure. LBP-82-88, 16 NRC at

1342. In its brief before the Appeal Board, Decade's only attempt at
.

connecting sleeving to tube failure was an assertion concerning the
,

possibility of concentration of impurities in the annulus between a tube |.

1

-|
l

|
'

7/ An explanation of the procedure used by the Licensing Board may be )
foundinLBP-82-88,16NRC1335,1339-1341(1982) and ALAB-739,

'~

Slip op, at 2, n.2.

-. __ - - _ _
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and its sleeve. Brief at 6, cited in Petition at 3. Based on this bare
,

assertion, Decade leaps to the conclusion that sleeving induces tube

failures.- Id., cited in Petition at 5. This argument was properly

rejected b'y the Appeal Board. Decade's allegation concerning "concentra-
'

L< tion effects" in the tube-sleeve annulus was summarily disposed of by the-

Licensing Board on the facts. LBP-82-88, 16 NRC at 1348. Decade did not

seek review of that dismissal before the Appeal Board; rather, Decade,

attempted to use its rejected allegation to demonstrate a link between,

sleeving and tube failure. Petition at 6. The Appeal Board, upon a.
1.

consideration of the applicable caselaw, affirmed the Licensing Board

on the basis that, absent any. showing that sleeving produces tube failures,

an allegation of the consequences of such failures is irrelevant and

. beyond the scope of the instant proceeding. . ALAB-739, Slip op. at 5-7.

The Appeal Board properly applied the Comission's caselaw and Comission

review of this portion of the decision of the Appeal. Board is not warranted.

Decade's:second claim of error deals with the level of assurance

necessary for the Licensing Board to determine if the proposed-sleeving )

process is safe. See ALAB-739, Slip op. at 7. Specifically, in Decade's

own words: - |

Contrary to the Appeal Board's assertions, the
statutes and rules require a rational decision-making
process in which conclusions as to adequate levels of
safety. cannot be meaningless boiler ) late, but rUNn

must be based upon a probablitistic : sic] asssu.ent 9*
,

probabilities and consequences. ' Conc _octing a standard
ostensibly pegged to presently evaluated risks -is arbi-.

trary when the existing risks-have, themselves, never
been evaluated. ' Petition at' 9.

Irrespective of Decade's. views on what is . required by the:" statutes .

and rules," the Comission has not imposed such' requirements. As correctly

stated by the. Appeal Board, ar lonsideration of the probability and magni-c

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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tude of steam generator tube failures is not required by the Comission's

existing regulations." ALAB-739, Slip op. at.8. -

Moreover, the Comission has made the following-policy statement:
,

The qualitative safety goals and quantitative design
objectives contained in the Comission's Policy State-
ment wC1 not be used in the licensing process or be

' interpreted as requiring the perfonnance of probabi- '

listic risk assessments by applicants or licensees
during the evaluation perind. ... The staff should
continue to use conformance to regulatory requirements -

as the exclusive licensing basis for plants.

Policy Statement on Safety Goals for the Operation of Nuclear Power
.

Plants, 48 Fed. RS . 10772 (March 15, 1983).

Finally, as noted p. 3, supra, the Licensing Board did inquire

into the possibility of undetected sleeve flaws and the seriousness of

their occurence. See ALAB-730, Slip op. at 9.

Therefore, Decade's second claim of Appeal Board error i's without -

merit and should be denied.

IV. CONCLUSION

For the reasons discussed above, the Comission should deny Decade's

Petition for Comission Review of ALAB-739.

Respectfully submitted,

.|
'

~
l

'

Richard G. Bachmann
Counsel for NRC Staff |'

I
Dated at Bethesda, Maryland !
this lith day of October,1983 l

|
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION - - - - --

13 GH 19 N125.

~

BEFORE THE COMMISSION
ere..,,........ .

In the Ma'tter of ) L. . . , ,- f ' .

-

) .

WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY ) Docket Nos. 5 0-2 6 6. '(OLA-1) .
) 50-3 01- (OLA-1)

(Point Beach Nuclear Plant, )
Units 1 and 2) )

LICENSEE'S OPPOSITION TO DECADE
PETITION FOR REVIEW OF ALAB-739

I. INTRODUCTION

On September 7, 1983, the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal

Board issued,ALAB-739, 18 N.R.C. __, affirming the Initial. Decision

' in this proceeding, LBP-83-4,17 N.R.C. 109 (1983). The Initial

Decihion authorized the issuance of a license amendment allowingy

Wisconsin Electric Power Company (" Licensee"), to operate Point Beack
,

'

Nuclear Plant with steam generator tubes which have.been repaired by'' +1/ .

sleeving.*~ By " Petition For Review of Appeal Board Decision."

(" Petition") dated September 23, 1983, Wisconsin's Environment,al Decade,

Inc., the sole intervenor in the proceeding below P P.p titioner ") , seeks

discretionary Commission review of ALAB-739, pursyagt to'10 C.F.R. ''
_2/

5 2.786 (b) . For the reasons set forth below, thePIti'tionshouldbe
3/

~~ *
-

denied. , . , ,

*

n

_1/ As, authorized by the license amendment, a' repair program involving''
the sleeving of steam generator tubes in . Unit ,2 was completed oh' June ..,"-
11, 1983.

2/ Decade's Petition erroneously indicates that the February' 4, 1983
YEitial Decision was issued on March 16, 1983. See' Petition at 1.

~

3/ Petitioner failed to serve the Petition on Licensee's counsel of
record in this proceeding. As explained in co6nsel's October 7, 1983
lotter to the Secretary of the Commission, counsel of record did not
roceive a copy of the Petition until October 6,1983. Accordingly,

'

tiramena's resconse is due October 17, 1983.
- - - - ._._-_-___-_ _ _ __ _ - . _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _
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II. BACKGROUND

The background of this proceeding is detailed in the "NRC Staff's

Answer In Opposition To Wisconsin's Environmental Decade Petition For

Review," dated October 11, 1983.

III. DISCUSSION

The Commission's Rules of Practice authorize petitions to the

Commission for review of decisions or actions of the Appeal Board.

See 10 C.F.R. S 2.786. These procedures were established to constitute:

a discretionary review system,
,

based in part on the certiorari
practice of various federal agencies
and the United States Supreme Court. . . .

41 Fed. Reg. 54206 (December 13, 1976). Discretionary Commission review

of Appeal Board decisions is undertaken only "in cases of exceptional

legal or policy importance 10 C.F.R. S 2.786(a)."
....

A petition for Commission review of an Appeal Board decision must

include, inter alia:

(ii) A statement (including record
citation) where the matters of fact
or law raised in-the petition . . .

were previously raised before the
(Appeal Board] and, if they were not,
why they could not have been raised.

10 C.F.R. 5 2.786 (b) (2) . The Commission will not review matters that

could have been but were not raised before the Appeal Board. 10 C.F.R.

S 2.786 (b) (4) (iii) . Similarly, the Commission will not review ques-

tions of fact unless the Appeal Board "has resolved a factual issue

necessary for decision in a clearly erroneous manner contrary to the . .
resolution of that same issue by the [ Licensing Board] . . . . " 10 C.F.R.

5 2.786 (b) (4) (iii) . Petitioner does not allege any such errors of
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fact by the Appeal Board.

Petitioner seeks Commission review of three issues, discussed'
i

seriatim below.
,

,

A. The " Linkage" Argument

Petitioner first asserts that the Appeal Board erred in affirm- j

ing the Licensing Board's dismissal of a contention (Contention 1) !

which alleged, generally, the consequences of steam generator tube |

failures, Petition at 3-5, but which did not relate the cause of such

f ailures to the sleeving repair. The Appeal Board affirmed the

Licensing Board's reasoning that the contention was beyond the scope

of the proceeding, since Petitioner had " failed to provide any link
4/

~~

demonstrating that sleeving may lead, or be related, to tube failures."

ALAB-739, 18 N.R.C. __, slip op, at 7; see generally id. at 4-7.
Petitioner claims that it did assert such a linkage by' advancing a

contention in the proceedings below which alleged that the presence of.
1

the crevice between the sleeve and the original tube would create an

-environment conducive to tube degradation.

Petitioner did indeed advance such an allegation before the

Licensing Board (Contention 3 (b) ) , but failed to substantiate it in

_4/ .In addition, both Licensee and the NRC Staff presented affidavits-
in support of summary disposition of Contention 1 which demonstrated
that the consequences of tube failure alleged in Contention l_would not
occur as a result of sleeving steam generator tubes. See Licensee's
Response to' Decade's Motion Concerning Litigable Issues, August 9,'1982,
at 52-55; NRC Staff Response to Decade's ' Motion Concerning. Litigable
Issues, August 16, 1982, at 18-21. Petitioner presented no affidavits *
in support of its Contention 1 or in refutation of Licensee's and the
NRC Staff's affidavits.

.
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any-way. Both Licensee and the NRC Staff filed affidavits demonstrating
,

that the tube-sleeve crevice would not present a more corrosive environ-

.. ment than that which unsleeved tubes normally experience. The Licensee's

affidavit further-explained that the sleeving material is more resis-
~

tant to corrosive degradation than the original tube. material.

Petitioner filed no affidavits either in support of its own position

or in refutation of the affidavits of Licensee and the NRC Staff.-
Based on the affidavits before it, the Licensing Board factually dis- !

posed of Contention 3 (b) on summary disposition, including Petitioner's

allegations of " concentration effects" in the tube-sleeve crevice. 1

l
LBP-82-88, 16 N.R.C. 1335, 1348 (1982). |

.

Despite the prehearing dismissal of Contentions 1 and 3 (b) , the R

1

-Licensing Board nevertheless instructed the parties to address the )
. 1

overall safety considerations associated with' sleeving (including the j

consequences of undetected tube leakage) at the evidentiary hearing
i

on the remaining contention, which concerned the adequacy of' eddy

current testing. LBP-82-88, 16 N.R.C. at 1338.- Although Petitioner

presented no testimony at the hearing, both Licensee and the Staff q

adduced extensive evidence on the overall safety implications of sleev--

ing, including detailed consideration of the tube-sleeved crevice

environment which is the subject of Petitioner's Contention. 3 (b) .--6/

.

.

_S/ See " Licensee's Response to Decade's Motion Concerning Litigable.
.

Issues" (August 9, 1982), at 62-63; "NRC Staff Response.to Decade's Motion.
Concerning Litigable Issues" (August 16, 1982), at 29. * -

_6/ LBP-83-4, 17 N.R.C. at 120-22 (temperature and accumulation of corrosiv
materials in-annulus less than for unsleeved tube).

.
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Thus, as the Licensing Board observed in its Initial Decision, the

evidentiary record developed at the hearing goes well beyond the

efficacy of eddy current testing, to include:-
thorough consideration of both the
likelihood of not finding flaws and
the consequences of not finding them. ,

LBP-83-4, 17 N.R.C. at 113, n.8. The Licensing Board concluded that

the sleeved tubes are not only " safer than other unsleeved tubes," but

also " safe, without reference to whether they are safer than unsleeved

tubes." LBP-83-4, 17 N.R.C. at 111.

Against this background, there are several reasons why Petitioner's

first allegation of Appeal Board error cannot. lie. Petitioner's sole

claim here is that, because it advanced Contention 3(b), the Appeal
'

Board was incorrect in affirming the Licensing Board's finding that

Petitioner had not demonstrated a linkage between sleeving and the con -

sequences of tube failure alleged in Contention 1. In fact, the

Licensing Board considered, substantively and comprehensively, the

Contention 3 (b) allegations, rejecting the~ allegations first on summary

disposition, and then again at the evidentiary hearing after (effectively).
giving Petitioner another chance to develop a'identiary support.for its

allegations. Petitioner failed to avail itself of either opportunity,

and has badly mischaracterized the record in asserting that the Licensing
"

Board refused to consider the effecte of tube failure, Petition at 3,

and that the Appeal Board ignored the issue, id. at 5.

Beyond the fact that Petitioner's claim is-simply incorrect,
Petitioner has failed to satisfy the threshold requirements of the

Rules of Practice for discretionary Commission review of an Appeal
,

, - ,
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Board decision. The'most obvious-infirmity is that Petitioner never.

sought Appeal Board review of the disposition of Contention 3 (b) .

.Indeed, Petitioner's only reference to the crevice environment before

the Appeal Board appeared to be a belated attempt to demonstrate a

link between sleeving and tube-failure, in conjunction with its appeal-

of the dismissal of its Contention 1. See " Decade's Brief In Support-
7/

~~

of-Its Exceptions To Board's Initial Decision" (March 16, 1983), at 6.

Petitioner's failure to challenge the Licensing Board's disposition of

Contention 3 (b) before the Appeal Board (or to explain why the issue

could not have been raised there) precludes Commission consideration of

Petitioner's first assertion of Appeal Board error here. See 10'C.F.R.

S 2.786 (b) (4) (iii) .
.

Commission review of the first assertion of error is further

precluded because the issue raised does not rise to the level of "an

important matter that could significantly affect . the public health. .

and safety ...." 10 C.F.R. S 2.786 (b) (4) (i) . Although Petiticaer

strains to frame its concern as an exceptional issue of law and public

policy, its Petition merely reiterates allegations which have already

been resolved once -- and, in some cases, twice -- adversely to it.
,

Because the Licensing Board gave comprehensive and exhaustive

_7/ The parties, like the Appeal Board, had gr, eat difficulty _in determin-
ing what Petitioner was challenging in_its exceptions. See generally,.
ALAB-739, 18 N.R.C. slip op. at 4-5, n.4. . Petitioner's_brief to__,
the Appeal Board reiterated the allegations made in its- Contention 3 (b) ,
but-alleged no Licensing Board' error in dismissing that contention, or .
in the Licensing Board's f actual . treatment of that issue, and failed
to relate daat passage in its brief to any of its exceptions.
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consideration to the safety. aspects of sleeving (including the tube-

sleeve crevice environment),-both in summary disposition proceedings

and at the evidentiary hearing, and because the Appeal Board affirmed-

tlus Licensing Board's findings, and because, even vet, Petitioner has'

provided no explanation of why those findings were in error, there is

uno question that the Commission is not here presented with an important

issue warranting its discretionary review.

B. The Safety Standard Issue
,

Petitioner next asserts that the Appeal Board erred in affirming

the Licensing. Board's holding that the Licensing Board is neither re-

quired nor permitted to modify the safety standards established by the

. Commission. In essence, Petitioner argues that the Licensing Board

should first have determined the consequences.of steam generator tube

failure before addressing whether the sleeved tubes would meet existing-
~

safety standards, i.e., "have an extremely low probability of abnormal
8/

leakage, of rapidly propagating failure, and of gross rupture."

10 C.F.R. Part 50, App. A , General Design Criterion 14 ("GDC-14").

Petitioner does not dispute that the Licensing Board evaluated

the sleeving process against GDC-14. See LBP-83-4, 17 N.R.C. at 114,

128. Nor has Petitioner argued -- either before the Appeal Board or
.

1

Lthe Commission -- that the Licensing Board erred inLits determination i

that the established standard, GDC-14, had been met. Rather,
.

_8/. Petitioner's characterization of the applicable standard, GDC-14,
-in subtly but significantly misleading. The standard'is not merely a .

)
,

'" low probability" of failure, as Petitionar emphasizes (Petition 'at. 6,7) , !

but rather "an extremely low probability" of f ailure - (emphasis added) .

L

o
!-
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Petitioner makes sweeping references to unspecified " statutes'and -i

rules" which allegedly require "a probabilistic assessment of pro-

babilities and consequences." Petition at 9. To the contrary, as- !

the Appeal Board noted,."[c]onsideration of the probability and magni-

tude of steam generator tube failures is not required by the Commission's'

existing regulations." ALAB-739, 18 N.R.C. at __, slip op. at 8.

Given the Appeal Board's affirmance of the Licensing Board's straight-

forward and exhaustive application of the undisputed applicable. safety .

standard -- and in the absence of any allegation of error in the

evaluation of the safety implications of sleeving against that standard!
,

-- Petitioner's second assertion of error fails to merit yet a third-

level of agency review.
. o

.

Indeed, the Commission itself has already recently clarified the

role of probabilistic risk assessment in its regulatory scheme:

The qualitative safety goals and quantitative
design objectives contained in the Commission's
Policy Statement will not be used in the
licensing process or be interpreted as requiring-
the performance of'probabilistic risk assessments.
by applicants or licensees during the evaluation n

period.... The staff should continue to'use
conformance to regulatory requirements as the
exclusive licensing basis for plants.

" Policy Statement on Safety Goals for the Operation of Nuclear Power

Plants," 48 Fed. Reg. 10775 (March 14, 1983) (emphasis added). And,

:.

in_any event, as discussed above in Section III.A, the Licensing Board- |
!

actually did inquire into the possibility of undetected flaws in sleeves

and the consequences of their occurrence. See ALAB-739, 18 N.R.C. at __,

slip op, at 9. Accordingly, Petitioner's second assertion of Appeal * *

1

Board error should be denied. .

.

|
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C. The Inspectability Issue

Finally,, Petitioner claims that the Licensing Board erred.in
.

dismissing its contention relating to the inspectability of the upper
joint of the sleeved tube (Contention 3 (a) ) . Both Licensee.and the

NRC Staff moved for summary disposition of that contention, with sup-
porting affidavits which demonstrated that: (a) at the transition

areas (which include the upper joint), standard eddy current techniques
can detect degradation smaller than that which would cause a tube

rupture during normal operation or postulatedLaccidents; (b) available

equipment and techniques can provide inspectability of the upper joint
~

comparable to standard techniques on the non-transition portions of-the

sleeve; (c) inspectability of sleeved tubes is sufficient to' locate

degradation with the' potential for tube rupture; _ (d) the region of the

tube where the upper joint is located has been virtually free of cor-
rosion, and corrosion is not expected to' occur in the immediate

vicinity of the upper joint; and (e) undetected corrosion in the

vicinity of the upper joint (if it should occur) would not be a sig-
Dnificant safety concern because, even under the worst postulated

conditions, leakage at that location would be constrained by the sleeve-

tube' configuration such that it would be detected and the plant could
9/

be safely shut down in an orderly manner. Petitioner provided:no-
--

1 affidavits contesting these sworn factual. statements and, on'that basis,

.

4

j9/ See " Licensee's Response to Decade's Motion Concerning Litigable'

Issues"- (August 9, 1982), at 60-61'. See also "NRC' Staff Response to
Decade's' Motion Concerning Litigable Issues" (August 16, 1982),Jat'
26-27.
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the issue of upper joint inspectability was dismissed by the Licencing

Board on summary disposition. See LBP-82-88, 16 N.R.C.-at 1349.
,

Petitioner failed to challenge the summary disposition of its

Contention 3(a) before the Appeal Board, and has not. explained why the

issue could not have been raised before the Appeal Board. Accordingly,

pursuant to 10 C.F.R. S 2.786 (b) (4) (iii) , Petitioner is barred from

seeking discretionary Commission review of the matter.--10/ ,

III. CONCLUSION

For all of the foregoing reasons, the matters raised in the

Petition are not properly reviewable by the Commission under 10 C.F.R.

S 2.786. The Petition must therefore be denied.

Respectfully submitted,

SHAW, PITTM4N,,POTTS'& TROWBRIDGE

/s

kADy
,

Bruce U-Churchill, P.C.
Delissa A. Ridgway

Counsel for Licensee

1800 M Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 822-1000

Dated: October 17, 1983

10/ Petitioner's assertions that it raised this issue-before the
Licensing Board, Petition at 2, 9-10, are of no, moment. The regulation
governing discretionary Commission review on its fac.e contemplates review

'

of Appeal Board -- not Licensing Board -- act' ions. See 10 C.F.R. S 2.786.

Further, while the Appeal Board adhered to its "long standing prac-~

tice" of conducting a sua sponte review of the Initial Decision and the ;

underlying record, ALAB-739, 18 N.R.C. at __, slip op. at 9', and though !

the Appeal Board did request some additional information on inspectability, H

the Appeal Board has never declared inspectability of the upper joint to be (
a sua sponte. issue as that concept is defined in 10 C.F.R. S 2.78S (b) (2) and ;
used in 10 C.F.R. S 2.786 (b) (4) (iii) . I

_ _
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION CFF:CI 0 liCI'dI.' ,
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r BEFORE THE COMMISSION E%NCH
'

It. the Matter of )
)

WISCONSIN ELF.CTRIC POWER COMPANY ) Docket Nos. 50-266 (<OLA- 1)
) 50-301 (OLA-1)(Point Beach Nuclear Plant, )

Units 1 and 2) )

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

This is to certify that copies of " Licensee's Opposition

To Decade Petition For-Review Of ALAB-739" were. served, by-

deposit in the U.S. Mail, first class, postage prepaid, to all
those on the attached Service List, this, 17th day of October,
1983.

f

f
'

, dL, '
Bds d W."thurchill, P.C.

~

Dated: October 17, 1983

.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE COMMISSION

In the Matter of )
)

WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-266 (OLA-1)
)' 50-301 (OLA-1)

(Point Beach Nuclear Plant, )

Unit 1) )

SERVICE LIST

.

Nunzio J. Palladino, Chairman Peter B. Bloch
,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Administrative Judge
Washington, D.C. 20555 Chairman, Atomic Safety and

Licensing Board
Victor Gilinsky, Commissioner U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissic-
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Washington, D.C. 20555
Washington, D.C. 20555 .

Dr. Hugh C. Paxton ,

Thomas M. Roberts, Commissioner Administrative' Judge
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 1229 - 41st Street
Washington, D.C. 20555 Los-Alamos, New Mexico 87544

James K. Asselstine, Commissioner Dr. Jerry R. Kline
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Administrative Judge
Washington, D.C. 20555 Atomic Safety and Licensing

Board
Frederick M. Bernthal, Commissioner U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissii ,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Washington, D.C. 20555
Washington, D.C. 20555

Atomic Safety and Licensing
Thomas S. Moore Board Panel
Administrative Judge U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissic
Chairman, Atomic Saf ety and Washington, D.C. 20555

Licensing Appeal Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Atomic Safety and Licensing
Washington, D.C. 20555 Appeal Board Panel

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissic
Dr. W. Reed Johnson Washington, D.C. 20555 '

Administrative Judge
Atomic Safety and Licensing Docketing and_ Service section-(3Appeal Board Office of-the Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissi

.

Washington, D.C. 20555 Washington, D.C. 20555 -

Dr. Reginald L. Gotchy :

Administrative Judge' Stuart A. Treby, Esq.
Atomic Safety'and Licensing Office of the Executive Legal
Appeal Board Director
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Richard G. Bachmann, Esq.
Office of the Executive Legal

Director.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

. Washington, D.C. 20555

Myron Karman, Esq.
Office of the Executive Legal |

Director
'

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
' Washington, D.C. 20555

Peter Anderson
Wisconsin's Environmental Decade

- 114 North Carroll Stree't '

Suite 208
Madison, Wisconsin 53703
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

83 FAR 21 P1:44NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

~~
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.

Wisconsin Electric Power Company
POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 & 2

DOCKET NOS. 50-266 AND 50-301
Operating License Amendment

(Steam Generator Tube Sleeving Program)
.

DECADE'S BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF ITS EXCEPTIONS
TO BOARD'S INITIAL DECISION

- .. ..... ........... . ................ ..
_ - - - - - - - - - - - -

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. S2.762, Wisconsin's Environtaental

Decade, Inc. (" Decade"), hereby submits its Brier in Support of

Its Exceptions to Board's -I it'ial Decision, dated February 11,

p 1983. This brier focuses on Ehe refusal of the Atomic Safety anc-
.a

Licensing Board (" Board") to first establish the degr e e ' o'f ..#

assurance necessary to protect the public sarety before it founa
that the level of assurance proffered was adequate, without

walving the otner exceptlons tnat are not specifically addressed

in this brief due to limited time and resources.
,.

THE BOARD REFUSED TO MAKE PREREQUISITE FINDINGS ON
THE DEGREE OF ASSURANCE NECESSARY TO PROTECT THE.PUBLIC SAFETY

As an administrative agency, the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (" Commission") and its designated agents must act'

according to clear standards, and may not act arbitrarily and
1

capriciously. 4 2 U.S.C. 5 7 0 6.

Congress has established as the statutory standard to I

(' control the Commission's action:
j

s "In any event, no license may be issued to any person

WED-PA-03 /16 / 83-P3 : 50 26 6 NRC . P61-2 . I
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. witnin the-United States if, in the opinion'of the( *

Commission, the issuance of a license to such person would
be inimical to the common def ense and security or to the-

health and safety of the public." 42 U.S.C. S2133.

In turn, the Commission has established as the

administrative regulation to control its conduct, as well as its

Licensing Board's actions:
'

"In determining that a license will be issued t' o an
applicant, the commission will be guided by the following
considerations:

"(a) The proces.ses to be performed, the operating
procedures, the facility and equipment, the use of_the
f acility, and other technical specifications, or .the
proposals, in regard to any of the f oregoing
collectively provide reasonable assurance that the-
applicant will comply with the regulations in this
chaprer, including the regg,11ations in Part 20, anc that .

the health and aatetz af the public will nat be
endangered." 10 C.P.R. S50.40 (a) . [ Emphasis added.]

. .

"The reactor ~ c o o'l a n t pressure _ boundary shall be
designed, f abricated, e.rected, and_ tested so as to have an

f- extremely law probability of abnormal-leakage, of rapidly *
G propagating f ailur e, and ,of- g r os s ruptur e." 10't.F.R. Pa rt -

'50 App. A. Crit. 14. [ Emphasis added.] ,

- The Board had befor.e it below a proceeding to determine

whether to approve a new procedure (sleeving) intended to repair
react)or coolant pressure boundary (steamone part of the

generator tubes) that is'failing. Tr. 1385.

Sleeving involves.the insertion of a nominal 3/4 inch tube,.

approximately [ extremely thin] inch in wall thickness, -into a
nor$1nal 7/ 8 inch tuDe, approximately .005 inch in wall thickness,

f rom the confined radioactive primary side of the steam generator
.

by temporary workers, and then joining the ends of the first tuce.

to the inside f ace of the second tube by a complex proprietary

process. Appl. Ex. 1.

When it made its determination as to whether to approve this
|

sleeving process, the Board was not f ree to act arbitarily, but
|

WED-PA-03/16/ 83-P3 : 50 26 6 NRC. P61-2
_ _ - - _ _ - - - _ _ _ - - - _ _ - _ _ _ -
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rather it was required to make 'a reviewable record on whether the

aew procedure was " inimical to the health and safety of the
public," 42 U.S. C. 52133, whether the "public health and saf ety-

W111 be encangered", 10 C.F.R. S 5 0.4 0 (a) , anc whether it will

provide a " low probability of abnormal leakage, of rapidly

propagating f ailure or of gross rupture",10 C.F.R. Part 50 App.

A Crit. 14.
'

In making this f actual determination of whether sleeving
met these tests, the Board should have compiled evidence on the

consequences to "the health and safety of the public" from a
sleeve induced tube failure under various accident conditions, 10

C.F.R. iS0.40(a), and weigh thdt in relation to whether.there is
: ,- -

.

a " low probability" of such';a f ailure,10 C.F.R. Part 50 App. A
-

.

''
~'

Crit. 14.-
.

Instead of proceeding rationally anc in accordance with the
.

,

Commission's regulations, however, the Board improperly _ excluded

as irrelevant evidence on both the safety consequences of a tuce

failure and on the number of such failures sufficient to
precipitate those consequences. By excluding this evidence, the

Board incapacitated its ability to ascertain "h_ow saf e is saf e

enough", because a lower probability of occurrence is requirec
when the consequences of its occurrence are more injurious.

In our Motion Concerning Litigable Issues, dated July 21,

1982, for example, we proffered the following evidence in support

of tne proposition that tube failures could precipitate

/ uncoolab1'e conditions in the core, and that the f ailure of dust
Q.{g

ong tube out of 6b20 tubes could lead to these conditions, sucn-

.
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that an extremely high degree of assurance was required:

"The basis for our concern about the present course of
actions being pursued by the task force * * * lies in the
indeterminancy of the adequacy of the present code

*** [A] clear demonstration of coolabilityformulations.
by wide margins is necessary to satisfy this
uncertainties [ sic] regarding the ECCS capability; that is,

cooling by narrow margins would have to be regarded by him
as an essentially uncoolable situation. * * * Some of the
essential areas of uncertainty in predicting ECCS

* * * Ofperformance are reflooding and steam binding.
paramount concern in-this area, however, is the possible
ef fect of steam generat er tube f ailures on the ECCS." REG
ECCS Task Force, Memorandum to ECCS Task Force Members,
dated June 16, 1972.

"[I]t was the consensus of the [American Physical
Society} group that steam generator tube f ailure during a
severe LOCA could occur f requently. Moreover, it appears
that rupture of a few tubes (ec the order of one to ten)
dumping seconcary steam into the depressurized primary side
of th reactor system could exacerbate steam binding problems
ano induce essentially ',un'coolable conditions ~ in the course

'

o f a LOCA * * *." Repor't to the American Physical Society
.

by the Study Group on Light-Water Reactor Saf ety, 47 BegigE
j Qf MQdenn Ehygigg(Summer 197.5), at p. S85. ,,,

"Furtnermore, serious weakening of these tuces f rom
similar causes lof tube degradation] could,.in the event of

- a loss-of-coolant-accident (LOCA), result in tube failures
that would release the energy of the secondary system into
tne containment." ,RegulatQry Guide 1.83 (Rev.1) , a t p. 1.

"If the shock. loads imposed by the LOCA_cause a
critical number of tubes to fail, say by a double ended
(guillotine) break,'the inflow f rom the secondary side can
cause choking of flow during ECC preventing adequate cooling-

of the core. The critical number of tubes is relatively
small." Oftice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, HBC ErQgram

,for the Besolution of Generic Issues Belated to Nuclear
EnWer Elants(197 8), NUREG-0410, at p. C-29.-

"The failure of a number of steam generator tubes as a
result of the pressure transients during a loss of coolant
accident could render the emergency core cooling _ system

'

iner f ective." Risk Assessment Review Group, Beport to the )-

1. L. HQCl2ar BeEnlatQtX CQGEliasiQn(1978), NUREG/CR-0400, ,at
'

p. 48.

.
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i' - "Recent studies have shown that as few as ten tuces -'

'

:i would need to have ruptured during a LOCA (a's s umin g a'

leakage rate of 130 gal / min per ruptured tuce) before the
cladding temperature would be significantly affected (i.e..
peak cladding temperature (PCT) [ greater than) 2 20 0 * F) ." ;

EEaluation af Steam Generator Tube Eupture Ezents(1980),!

NUMEG-06dl, at p. I-2.

"One area [of research] that has not been considered |
'

sufficiently using recent accident analysis codes is
estimation of the consequences of a transient or some other
failure that might lead in turn to the failure of a I

significant number of tubes. Such f ailures could lead to
'

the degradation of ECCS f unction." Office of Reactor Safety
Research Group, BeDort to the Eresidentis Unclear Safety
02ernight Committge(1981), at p. 1-2. .

"The consequences of multiple tube f ailure, excess of- l

|the design base, have not yet been rigorously studied. ***

In the event of a LOCA, the core reflood rate could be j

retarded by steam binding. * * * S[ team] G[enerator] tube i

f ailures would create a secondary to primary leak path which i

ag g r av a t e s the steam , b4nding effect and could lead to
inerfective retloodin.g of the co r e." Nuclear Reactor
Research, Steam Generator Status Bepart(Feb.1982), at p. 2

_

to 3. -g _

In" response to this prof erred evidence during 'th'e summary#

disposition phase of the proceeding, the Board summarily excluded
.

even tne consideration of this critical evidence with the

statement that:

* * * do not" Decade's allegedly litigable issues
relate to the safety of tube sleeving and are irrelevant to
an application for a license amendment ~ concerning steam
generator tube slbeving. These alleged issues are relevant
to tune sleeving only it tube weakening is. assumed to have
occur r ed. * * *

"This is not an application to build or operate a'
nuclear power reactor. In an amendment proceeding, the
relationship of steam generators to the remainder of the-
plant is not germane. In this case, applicant already has
an operating license, granted atter the satety of its
reactor was considered." Memorandum and Order, dated
October 1,1982, at pp. 7 to 8.

'

The Board stated that this evidence is relevant only "if
tune weakening is assumed to have occurred," and then, witnour

ever ruling on the possibility of tube weakening, it determined

WED-PA-03/16/83-P3:50266HRC.P61-2
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the safety issue to be irrelevant. ,

For the limited purpose of making a pre-trial ruling on

which issues may be ajudicated, it would be impossible to
'

preclude the possibility of failures in sleeved tubes, ana

therefore the exclusionary ruling cannot stand.

The previous problem 'of corrosion-inducing environments in-

confined spaces such as the tube-to-tubesheet crevice in steam
Nucleargenerators at pressurized water reactors is well known.

Reactor Regulation, Etnam Generator Tube Eggerience (1982),

NUREG-088b, a t p.14. In turn, the insertion of sleeves inside
'

the original tubes creates a new coMTined space, this time in the

sleeve-to-tuce annulus, and,.in those cases where the original
tube is degraded througkwall, secondary water with its

h ' inevitable impurities will enter the annulus and -concentrate

corrodents. This f act cannot be in serious dispute inasmuch as

"i t is admittec in the Licensee's own application:

"The behavior. of .the annulus between the tube and
sleeve, with respect 'to the capability to concentrate
secondary side bulk water inpurities.[ sic], is judged to be
similar to that of. that original tube /tuoesheet crevice."
Appl. Ex. l', a t p. 6.7

,

:. Thus, the possibility of f ailures in tube f ailure's must be

acknowledged, and the Board's ~r easoning for excluding )

*

consideration of safety must fall.

It may be expected that the Licensee will respond.with
claims that the effect of failures in sleeved tubes may be'

:-

delayed or retarded relative to failures in unsleeved tunes for i
'

various reasons. 'But that kind of response of wholly irrelevant.

Regardless of the f raility of these expected claims, even if
'

'a-
|

taken as true, they would only speak to the ultimate weighing of |
J'

we%m n, r 1 A e 97.o, . En%6 npr . P61-2
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the merits by the decision maker. They would not go to the pre-'

trial question of excluding f rom ajudication all evidence on the
consequences of a failure and on the number of failures necessary

to precipitate those con' sequences, evidence which is essential to

drawing conclusions on wh, ether the public health and saf ety is

adequately protected.'

The Board also implied that these saf ety issues have been

dealt with bef ore, such that any further consideration would be

duplicative. It should be emphasized that this is patently

untrue. In fact, the Commission has not yet formally
.

investigated the consequences of steam generator tube failure
'

during loss-of-coolant-accident ("LOCA") conditions ---whether in
a sleeved or unsleeved tube, as shown by the statement's of the

Commission's own staf f, as well as by outside agencies:

"One area lof research] that has not been considered
|sufficiently usin'g recent accident analysis codes is

estimation of the consequences of a' transient or.some other 1

failure that might 1ead in turn to the failure of'a- |

significant numb ~er of tubes. Such f ailures could lead to
the degradation of' ECCS function." Office of Reactor Safety
Research Group, Eg2DEt tQ thR ELEEid2DtiS UGGlRAL SAfRtX
QYeraight Committee (1981), at p. I-2. y

'l

"The conseg'uences of multiple tube f ailure, excess of***the design base, have not yet been rigorously studied.
In tne event of a LOCA, the core reflood rate.could-be
retarded by steam binding. * * * S[ team] G[enerator] tube
f ailures would create a secondary to primary leak -path which
aggravates the steam binding effect and could lead to
inertective reflooding of the co r e. " Nuclear Reactor
Research, Steam Generatar Status Beport(Feb.1982), at.p. 2
to 3 (" Status Report") . ,

"At the times Point Beach Unit 1, Surry Uni.t 2, and
Prairie Island Unit 1 were licensed, there were no specific
analysis requirements for S[ team] G[enerator] T[ube] rupture ,

f-.
event s. * * *d

..
* "* * *

"The starf does not require licensees to analyze loss-
of-coolant accidents (LOCAs) concurrent with an SGT break,

we n _ m . n , , , c r o, _ o, . E n % Minc . 90 -2
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but does require all LOCA analyses to include the eftects of;,. the plugged tubes on reduced RCS flow." Nuclear Reactor'

Regulation, Eyaluation of Steam GeneratQL Tube Eupturg
Eygnta (March 1980), NUREG-0651, at p. 1-2.

In its final order, the Initial Decision dated February 4,

1983, the Board reiterated its refusal to consider the magnitude

or tne consequences of a ruptured sleeved tube in order to
determine the level of assurance required. Id. , a t p. 5 n. 8.

This time the Board def ended its action by a line of argument
that concluded that the probabilities of a failure is lower in a '

sleeved tube than in a sleeved tube:
"We theretore conclude ttLat there is no serious satety ,

or environmental issue of whin we are aware that requires
us to undertake our own f urtner inquiry." Id. , at p. 3 4.

As stated a b o v e', the Commission has never made any-
, s ,

'

h determ[bation whetner'the possibility of a failure in an
w

unsleeved tube during LOCA poses an unacceptable risk. That

J being given, it is totally irresponsible to claim that there "is
n

no serious saf ety issue" f rom f ailures in sleeved tubes solely-
witn rererence to the possibility of f ailures in unsleeved tunes

which has agrer been considered.-

The sheer enorm4ty of the Commission's steadf ast ref usal'

over a period that spans ten years to even consider the saf ety
im 11 cations of f ailing steam generator tuces must be recounted.

The Commission, and its predecessor Atomic Energy Commission, has

retused to act on these concerns f rom the very begining when they
,

were first raised in 1972 by its own scientists. _Indeed, the

Atomic Energy Commission later conceded that, although_there had

-
been some discussion of the subject, no one was even assigned to["
study the question. In the Batter of Generic ECCS Bule Making,
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AEC Docket RM-50-1, Tr. 2335.

Two years later, citizen organizations uncovered these
,

concerns that had been submerged inside the bureaucracy and )
|

attemprea to insert them into a pending Atomic Energy Commission

generic saf ety hearing. But, the agency abruptly cut off

questions on the subject. Id., Tr. 23 37. ;

l
That ref usal to act on saf ety concerns nearly a decade ago '

when presse'd by others was criticized-soonon its o w t: or
:

thereaf ter by the nation's most prestigious scientific body, the !

American Physical Society, which found that "the potential.for
.

steam generator tube leakage is a serious problem which was

Dracinded from gEaluation}at the [ generic satety hearings in-
p.

. '

g ,1973]." Report to the American Physical Socity bythe Study Group
e

- -

,

%-V on Light -Water Reactor , Safety, 47 EgEigE*hf Modern

Ehylics(Summer 1975), at p. S-85.
..

Chastized by the American Physical Society, the tuce
.

integrity issue was raised in a succeeding licensing proceeding a

year later, involving the Prairie Island Nuclear Plant,-but the
.

record was closed without resolution after "the staff made a

commicment'* * * to conduct a ' generic appraisal of the

^ likelihood and consequences of the customary transient and
.

accident anaylses with assumed tube f ailure'". In tbg Matter-of

HREthern States Enger namnany., Docket 50-282 and 50-306, Dec. of-

ALAB (Sept. 2, 1976), at p. 198, n. 41.

However, this commitment was not fulfilled. Two years
:

later, anotner independent scientific panel known as the Lewis- r_

Committee pointed to the still unresolved nature of~th

problem, Risk Assessment Review Group, EgDart ' An the Huc) . ,,
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BREulatQrZ CQDmiSaiQn(197 8), NUREG/CR-0 400, at p. 4 8, and three'

years later the agency's statf was still discussing what should

be done to evaluate the problem at some point in the future.

Nucler Regulatory Commission, laEk ActiQn Elans fQr UnrREQ122d
,

SafetZ laanes Belted tQ Nuclear P.laats(1980), NUREG-0649, at A-3.

Then, beginning in 1979 -- seven years after the first

warning -- the nuclear industry experienced the outbreak of

runaway corrosion in the ~ steam generators of several nuclear

plants including Point Beach. Nuclear Reactor Regulation, team

Ganarator Tutte EKDerienge(1982) , NUJEG-0886, at pp.14 to 31.

Prodded by the threat of legal action from concerned

_ ,
the Nuclear ', Regulatory Commission agreed to hold a. citizens,

serie of hearings on Point Beach, but, following .in its earlier
, ,_

f ootsteps, the agency restricted the scope of these hearings in
.

such a way as to exclude. testimony on the very safety questions- i

_. which were at issue.
.i

This action was s.o f ar outside the bounds of responsible

- behavior that two of the five Commissioners issued a stinging
.

dissent, stating in relevant part:

"One need not have high expectations about the
' ~ contribution that a hearing might make to the safety of the.

plant in any given case to be distressed abou the levels of
illusion involved * * *.

"The agency,so misstates history that it is clearly
either incapable of giving an accurate account of its own
past doings or else its legal positions are being chosen.

af ter the desired result (in this case no meaningful
opportunity for hearing) has been decided. -

" *** *

"The hearing being offered * * * is a sham * * *.
,4 - "Most unfortunate of all is the way in which the
Id Commission's pell mell retreat from meaningful public

~

inquiry * * * suggests to the staf f and the outside world
tnat the agency is run by people living in f ear of their own
citizenry.

.

_ _ _ _ _ _
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"In the wake of the Kemeny and Rogovin Report's calls-
for more effective public involvement, the Commission
responos with a hearing of fer that is a transparent sham."
In the Matter. of Hiacensin Electric P.nwar Compaug Docket 50-
266, Order (May 12, 1980).

The Board's retusal to act rationally and in accordance witn

applicable regulations in the case at bar continues the sad

legacy left by tne Commission itself. Unless rectitied on

appeal, that unwavering adbdication of regulatory responsibility

~ Y' '

- will someday, soon, inevitably' lead to a" nuclear nightmare.
.

'
.

thDATED at Madison, Wisconsin, this 16 day of March, 1983.
- L': -

.

Respectfully suomitted,,
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION . '83 MAR 21 P1 :44

-![bl!:..._YY$IE5
BRM CH

Wisconsin Electric Power Company
POINT BEACH NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 & 2

DOCKET NOS. 50-266 AND 50-301
Operating License Amendment

(Steam Generator Tube Sleeving Program)

DECADE'S BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF ITS EXCEPTIONS TO BOARD'S
INITIAL DECISION

- .

AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING
*

---

s

STATE OF WISCONSIN) '

~

) I '

_ . . .

).g COUNTY OF DANE
*

w CAROL PFEFFERKORN, being duly sworn on oath, deposes anc
states that on March 16, 1983, she personally deposited into the
United States First Class Mails, a copy of the Decade's
Exceptions to the B o'a r d's Initial Decision, in the above-.-

-

captioneo matter, to tne following Service List.
'

Atomic Safety and Licensn"g Appeal Bruce W. Churchill
Board Shaw, Pittman & Potts

Attn: Peter B. Bloch, Ch. 1800 M Stre:t, NW
Dr. Jerry R. Kline Washington, DC 20036

. , .

0. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission*

Washington, DC 20555 Richard G. Bachmann, Esq.
- US Nuclear Regulatory Comm.

Washington, DC 20555.

*

Dr. Bugh C. Paxton
*

1229 41st St.
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544

*
<

#
Carol Pfefferkdrh j .

Subscribed and sworn to before me |
tnis 16tn day of March, 1983.s

/V W /h.f& i
1

Nocary Public, State of Wisconsin j

My commission is permanent. |
|
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